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'It was a huge ball of flame'

Photos by Laura Deaton
and Ryan Brooks
(Above) Assistant Fire Chief Jim
Shropshire attempts to extinguish
the fire raging inside the Building II
to be engulfed in flames during
Wednesday's fire.
(Right) Onlookers watch as one of
the apartment buildings of Murray
Place Is enveloped by the flames. The
fi re began at a pproximately 4:30
p.m . and was not contained until
around 6 p.m. T he apar tment
complex, exclud ing the buildings
destroyed Wednesday, is still
scheduled to open on Aug. 1. An
investigation of the fire by the state
fire marshal is pending.

Murray Place apartments lost to fire
6 Y M ORGAN HARDY
AND LISA WHEAT
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

Four separate investigation!) are being
on a massive fi re Wednesday
that resulted in the destruction of two
units in Murray Place Apartments.
The State Fire Marshal's office, Place
Collegiate Properties, the Murray Fire
Department and the Kentucky State
Police all are scouring the site for evidence pointing to a possible cause.
"What is realistic is that we had a
severe wind blowing and a :-park came
from somewhere," Murray Fire Department Chief Pat Scott said Thursday.
"Where it dime from is what we have to
figure out."
condu~ted

Twenty-five mph winds fueled the fires
that consumed tv.to apartment buildings
and damaged another Wednesday afternoon. No one was injured in the blaze.
Framing Foreman Kevin Hedrick said
the fire started about 4:30 p.m. in an
apartmen t building in the southwest corner of the uncompleted complex, located
on Lowe's Drive off North 16th Street.
Murray Place Apartments are owned by
the Atlanta-based Place Collegiate Properties.
"The guys c.:~me running out of the
building screaming my name," H~drick
said. "The winds blew the flames and
caught the other building on fire and then
back into the pine trees. I didn't hesitate

in calling the fire department."
Murray Assistant f.ire Chief jim Shropshire said the fire department arrived at
the scene by 4:45p.m., nine minutes after
it was notified about the fire nt 4:36. The
fi rcfightt!rs found one flame-engulfed
apartment building that was beyond saving.
Hedrick said the first building took
fewer than 10 minutes to burn to the
ground.
"It was a huge ball of flame," Hedrick
said,
For about 10 minutes, only three firefighters with one hose battled to keep the
flames contained to the second building,
Please sec FIR£/17

An off-duty tlrefighter attacks fl ames threatening to spread to nearby
brush and more a partments from th<! new Tower I truck. The hook and
ladder was purchased to pro, ·ide better access t o MSU's high-r ise dorms.

Symposium to feature award-winning poet
IRISH POET
EAVAN
BOLAND WILL
SPEAK AT THE
JESSE STUART
WRITING
SYMPOSIUM
AT POGUE
LIBRARY
TONIGHT AT

7:30.

BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Award-winning Irish poet Eavan
Boland will visit campus today as
the featured speaker at the jesse
Stuart Writing Symposium.
Boland, director of the creative
writing program at Stanford University, is the author of eight volumes of poet ry, including her latest,
"The Lost L.:~nd."
"The Lost Land: Memory, Imagination and the Writer/' will be the
topic of the symposium discussion,
which will be from 3 to 5 p.m. in

PAGE 3
The Residential College
Association and Student
Government Association
merger was passed by the
RCA at Monday's meeting,
but not before RCA President Josh Williams had to
cast the tie-breaking vote.

Faculty Hall Room 208.
Michael Cohen of the English
department, Sarah Gutwirth of the
art department and Kate l.ochtc of
WKMS-R-.1 will respond to Boland.
''This is a great thing for Murray
State," Ann Neelon, symposium
director and English professor, said.
''We are lucky to have Doland and
we have some faculty who can hold
their own in a symposium."
l.ochte, station manager for
WKMS-FM, said she feels honored
to be a part of the symposium.
" From a radio point of view,
Boland'£ poetry is very descrip-

PAGE 5
SGA
Secretary
Michnel
Thorne
writes nbout
why next
week's
elections are important.

Officials take
e-mail seriously

tive," Lochte said. "It seems to create environmental pictures and I
think it would sound particularly
good on the radio."
Boland will read from ner work at
Pogue Library tonight at 7:30. A
reception and book signing at the
Faculty Club wilJ follow. Events are
free for students and the public.
Neelon said this is a wonderful
time to have Boland visit the campus, because of the recent success of
Irish poet Seamus I Jeaney's transla·
tion of Beowulf, a classic AngloSaxon poem.

It wa~ either a cruel joke or an act with dangerous implications.
Either way, University officials .ue taking a malicious e-mail sent to about JO Richmond College
students seriously.
A criminal investigation for harassing communication is undenvay, Public Safety Interim Director
Mittie Southerland said,

Plc:L'ie see POETRY/ 17

Please see RICHMOND/17

PAGES
The SGA elections are less
than a week away, but
three nut of four executive
council position candidates
arc running unopposed.

6 Y LISA W HEAT

SfAff

PAGE 9
Check out the madness
that will wreak havoc on
Murray next week when
SGA sponsors Spring
Week.

WRITER

ALMOST 40
RICHMOND
COLLEGE
RESIDENTS
RECEIVED A
MALICIOUS
E·MAIL.

PAGE 13
Jenny Daag,
.senior from
Linkoping,
Sweden, led
the Lady
Racers' golf
team to
\'ictory at the MSU
Invitational on Tuesday.

For all of your advertising
needs, check out "The
Murray State News
Online" and ndvcrtisc
with us.
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Weekly
Forecast

News Eooot:
762-4468

A~aSTANT

High: 72
Low:49

Saturd ay:
Mostly Cloudy
High: 49
Low: 26

Sunday:
Mostly Sunny
'High: 65
Low: 47

Monday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 72
Low: 50

Tuesday:
Mostly Cloudy
High: 67
Low:40

Wednesday1
Partly Cloudy

liigh: 61
Low: 43
Source:

lJhe Weather Channel

rwww weather.com

am pus

MoRGAN HARDY

Staff Congress accepts
nominations for excellence

Today:

April 7. 1000

NEWS EOITOl: 8RANOI WilliAMS

PHONE:

Rain

The Murray State News

Forms have been distributed to
nominate staff members for the
annual Staff Excellence Awards.
Awards are based on four categories of permanent employees as
represented in Staff Congress; secretarial I clerical, general, facilities
management and executive/ managerial/ professionals. Two awards
of at least $500 will be made within
each category.
To be elig•ble, a person mu~t have
complt!ted three years of employmen.t with Murray State. Those
nominated for the award must be
seen as performing their job capably, and must also demonstrate a
special effort, unique contribution
or an unusual level of commitment
or service.
Nominations may be made by fellow staff members, students, facul~
ty or the general public. Forms are
located in e.tch dean's office, academic department, Curris Center
information desk and Student Government Association office. They
may also be obtained by any Staff
Congress representative. Staff
Exce1lence Award nominations
must be received no l,tter than 4:30
p.m. April17.

Mumy celebrates
T'ai Chi, Quigong day
Murray area T' ,\i Chi practitioners will gather in Murray I Calloway County Park for a demon-

stration of their low impact exercise
Saturday at 10 a.m.
This demonstration of T'ai Chi, a
slow and graceful balanced movement demonstrated through natural po~tures, will be part of the second annual World T' ai Chi and
Quigong Day which is celebrated in
more than 40 countries and 45
states. The event is free and open to
the public. For more information,
phone Lea Gentile at 753-1066.

MSU-TV 11 reporters win
Associated Press awards
Several Murray State students
won Kentucky Associated Press
Broadcasters Association awards.
The sports division won three
awards. Chrb Bacon, senior from
West Frankfort, Ill., and john
Broeckling, senior from St. Louis,
won first place in spoflS reporting.
For their joint feature "Sports
Extr.t," Broeckling won second
place and Bacon won an honorable
mention.
In the news report category, Den·
nis Beard, senior from Murray, won
second place. Bacon won second
place in best television reporter,
and the MSU-TV I I staff won second for best regularly-scheduled
live newscast.
In the professional division, associate professor of journalism and
mass communications John Dillon
and news director of WKM5-FM
Lori Barrett won first place in the
planned series or documentary cat-

Edltor..ln-Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College LHe: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762·4468
$ports: Z62-4481
Advertising: 762-..4478
Fax: 762-3175

NEWS
How to
reach us

Ryan Brooks/The News

Two throws for just a buck:

Tim Stark, sophomore from Murray. volunteers to be
dunked to benefit Alpha Sigma Alpha's $1.400 donation goal toward the American Cancer Society.
viewpoints based on the w ritin gs of
two Kentucky female writers in the
19th century. The presentation is
co-sponsored by the James 0 . Overby History and Culture Series and
the Women's Center.

egory for their feature, "Sleeping
Giant."

MSU graduate speaks
for humanities council
Aloma Dew, Murray State graduate and a speaker for the Kentucky
Humanities Council, will present
"Political Activist or Southern Belle
- A Comp,1rison of Two Southern
Women's Views on Suffrage." The
comparison will show two differing

pus.murraystate.edu/iweb/surveys/snrsurvey.html. The survey
asked graduating seniors about diffe rent aspects of their collegiate
experience at Murray State.

Senior Survey results
available on website

Briefs are compiled by Morgan Hardy,
assistant m.'ws editor alld Melissa
Results for the 1999 Senior Survey Stoneberger, assistant college life
are now available online at cam- editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH FRIDAY'S EDITION OF " THE MURRAY STATE NEWS" AND A DAILY
COLUMN IN THE "ONLINE" SECTION.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
Collep Ufe: http:// ww w.thenews.org/life.htm
YleWPOint: http://www.thenews.orgl.opinion.htm
Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

www.thenews.org

E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

FALL 2000 SCHEDULE CORRECTION
UJifortunately, several clas~·es in the Fa11 2000 Schedule of Classes have incorrect entry numbers. Listed below are the
correct entry numbers for tltese c:lanes. Wh e11 registeriltg with Racer-Touch ifyou enter a class from the list below using
lite entry number sl10w11 i11 the prilrted Fall Schedule, )'Oil will h ear the m essage, "Entry number ____ does n ot
correspond to a11 existiltg course fo r f all." Ifyou hear litis message, please check the list below and re-enter the course
usilrg tlte new entry number slww11.
New

New

Entry#

Course

6001
6002
6003
6004
6005
6006
6007
6008
6009
6010
6012
6017
6018
6019
6020
6021
6022
6023
6028
6029
6031
6032
6033
6037
6038
6039
6040
6041
6043
6045
6046

ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ADE
ADE
ADE
ADE
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM

200
200
200
200
201
201
201
201
202
202
300
301
302
303
308
488
502
503
506
509
604
608
609
199
199
599
599
600
624
630
630

01
02
03
04
01
02
03
04
01
02
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
02
01
01
01
02

New

Entry#

Course

6047
6048
6049
6051
6052
6054
6056
6057
6058
6060
6061
6062
6063
6064
6065
6066
6067
6068
6069
6072
6073
6074
6075
6076
6077
6078
6079
6080
6081
6082
6083

ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
ADM
AED
AED
AED
AED
AED
AED
AED
AEO
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR

630
630
630
645
650
655
657
663
664
668
669
798
799
380
583
583
680
681
682
687
688
099
100
100
100
101
101
105
130
130

03
04
05
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
03
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
03
01
02
01
01
02
160 01

Entry#

COUI'$e

6084
6085
6086
6087
6088
6089
6092
6093
6094
6095
6096
6097
6098
6099
6100
6101
6102
6103
6104
6105
6106
6107
6108
6109
6110
6111
6113
6114
6116
6117
6118

AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR

170
170
199
199
201
223
250
250
250
300
301
3U2
304
308
310
310
310
310
310
325
326
329
329
329
329
331
336
337
339
339
340

01
02
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01

New
Entry#

Course

6119
6120
6121
6124
6125
6126
6127
6128
6129
6130
6131
6132
6133
6134
6135
7001
7002
7003
7004
7005
7006
7007
7008
7009
7010
7012
7017
7018
7019
7020
7021

AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
AGR
ANT
ANT
ANT
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

351
352
355
372
377
377
380
399
400
407
433
437
460
488
489
310
310
596
303
304
311
312
313
314
333
341
361
362
371
372
380

01
01
01
01
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

New
Entry#

Course

7022
7023
7028
7029
7031
7032
7033
7037
7038
7039
7040
7041
7043
7045
7046
7047
7048
7049
7051
7052
7054
7056
7057
7058
7060
7061
7062
7063
7064
7065
7066

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
810
810
8PA
CHE
CHE

New
En try#

381
383
412
413
433
434
447
462
471
472
480
481
484
504
511
512
513
514
534
551
561
571
572
580
583
584
450
513
442'
450
513

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

7067
7068
7069
7072
7073
7074
7075
7076
7077
7078
7079
7080
7081
7082
7083
7084
7085
7086
7087
7088
7089
7092
7093
7094
7095
7096
7097
7098
7099
7100
7101

New
Entry#

Cour . .

CRJ
CRJ
CRJ
CRJ

esc

ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
FIN
GAT
GAT
GSC
GTY
GTY
GTY
GTY
HEA
JMC
JMC
JMC
JMC
LST
LST
LST
MGT
MKT

315
338
360
545
510
310
310
415
416
560
561
610
610
330
250
250
450
207
340
341
596
650
283
283
499
499
242
446
545
350
360

01.
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
02
02
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
02
01
01
01
05
03

7102
7103
7104
7105
7106
7107
7108
7109
7110
7111
71 13
7114
7116
7117
7118
7119
7120
7121
7124
7125
7126
7127
7128
7129
7130
7131
7132
7133
7134
7135

Course

NUR
PHE
PHE
PHE
PHI
POL
POL
PSY
REC
REC
REC
RES

soc
soc
soc

SPA
SPA
SWK
TSM
TSM
TIE
TTE
TTE
TIE
TTE
VTE
VTE
VTE
VTE
VTE

340
099
609
650
442
360
545
540
099
207
650
242
338
340
341
431
531
315
360
620
470
470
470
470
575
570
570
570
570
575

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
03
01
01
02
03
04
01
01
02
03
04
01

News
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Tie breaker decides
RCA merger proposal
RCA
PRESIDENT

JosH
•WILLIAMS
ICAST THE
DECIDING
VOTE IN THE
MERGER
PROPOSAL
AFTER HART
COLLEGE
ABSTAINS.

C.

Williams said. "I really
STAFF WRITER
thought the vote would be
decisive one way or the
After three weeks of other.
debating details, the Resi"It's obvious that the residential College Association dential colleges are divided
endorsed the proposed on this issue," Williams said.
merger with the Student
Many of those in opposiGovernment Association.
tion to the merger fear the
The merger has been loss of autonomy brought by
plagued with doubts from combining with the SGA.
RCA members since SGA Others feel the merger with
first presented it six weeks the mostly Greek organizaago. The vote passed by the tion would lessen the voice
narrowest possible margin.
the largely independent
Four colleges voted for the RCA has in student conmerger while three voted cerns. Many also feel RCA is ·
aga!nsl it, including Clark, adopting the measure for the
Richmond and White. The sole purpose of a larger budNational Residence Hall get.
Honorary delegate's negat"Money seems to be the
ing vote created a tie. Hart only advantage to the plan,"
college abstained.
Jennifer Schaad, Richmond
The tie was broken by College president-elect, said.
RCA
President
Josh "I just don't see that it is
Williams. Williams, who co- worth it. We will be losing
authored the plan with SGA more than we gain."
President Brandon Kirkham,
In order to pass, a majority
who he voted for endorse- of the students who vote in
ment.
next week's SGA election
The abstention of Hart must approve the measure.
College took many at the If it is passed by the student
meeting by surprise.
body, it must then be passed
"I never expected a tic," by the Board of Regents.
BY

RYAN SHELTON

3

•Police Beat
FRIDAY, MARCH 31
12:33 a.m. The front door in White College was damaged. Facilities Management would investigate.
1:10 a.m. A fight was in progress at
Hart College. No charges were filed.
2:12 a.m. LifeFlight was scheduled to
land at Stewart Stadium at 2:35a.m.
11:29 a.m. Juvenile in-line skaters were
advised to leave campus.
1:48 p .m. Juveniles were riding bicycles through flowers in the Quad. They
were told to leave campus.
5:35 p .m. A child set off an alarm in
Sparks Hall.
11:58 p.m. The Hart College residence
director requested assistance in locat·
ing two people for a Housing violation.

SATURDAY, APRIL 1
7:23 a.m. Campus police went out to
Springer College for a joint investigation with the Murray Police Department.
2:37 p.m. There was a noise complaint
in Hart College. Residents were asked
to turn down their music.
4:34 p.m. A call box at the horse barn
was reported inoperable.
4:38 p.m. There was a noise complaint
in Hart College.

A~RIL 2
4:01 a.m. Public Safety rendezvoused
with a Murray Police Department unit
at the Lambda Chi Alpha house for a

SUNDAY,

possible fight.
6:42 p .m. A door was open in Woods
Hall. Everything was OK and the door
was secured.

MONDAY, APRIL 3

9:29 p.m. An elevator was stuck at
Blackburn Science Building. The Murray Fire Department was notified.
11:08 p.m. A smoke detector was triggered in Elizabeth College Room 412.
Everything was OK.

1:22 a.m. A noise complaint was fHed
from Regents College. Two vehicles' WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5
stereos were excessively loud.
2 a.m. Lights were reported on at the
7:58 a.m. A fire alarm trouble light was stadium for a Medi-Vac Helicopt~r.
triggered in Wilson Hall. Facilities 9:41 a.m. A theft was reported at the
Management was advised.
horse barn .
8:45 a.m. Emergency medical services ·11:33 a.m. An accident was reported at
were requested at the Collins Center the Curris Center. No one was injured.
for Industry and Technology. The vic- 9:07 p.m. A.n argument was reported
was
transported
to
the outside of the Curris Center.
tim
Murray /Calloway County Ho~pital 11:24 p.m. Racer Patrol officers found
Emergency Room.
a bicycle and brought it into the office.
4:09 p.m. Water balloons were bdng 11:40 p.m. A person was reported
thrown in Regents College.
'
throwing burning plastic into a Dump5:01 p.m. A person refused to sign in at ster.
Richmond College.
5:33p.m. Water was leaking from the Racer Escorts - 9
ceiling on the third floor of the Special Motorists Assists -6
Education Building.

TUESDAY, APRIL 4
4:46 p.m. Smoke was coming from an
ashtray ncar Blackburn Science Building.
5:38 p.m. A student reported his vehicle stolen from the Baptist Student
Union. It was located in the stadium
lot and returned to him.
7:43 p.m. An officer was at Richmond
College following harassing phone call
complaints.

Crmze Prrt~ention Tip: Nemer leat1e keys in
your car's ignilio11, not even if you plan lo
be away for only a momt'nl. Not OtJiy does
this prevmt tar theft, it prel.'£'1115 most
insta11ces of cnr lockout.

Police Beat is compiled by Morgan Hardy,
assistant 11crus editor, from matniuls

al'ntlable from Public Safi•ty.

·----------------l ~su Students Specl a l-~
t I
I
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I
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Free Quotes!

1

104 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071

SENATOR of
College of Business & Public Affairs

753-3500

c.andidat~

Roses to.our_. Sisters in AOIT!
Miss MSU Contestants
Stevie Lowery - 2nd Runner-Up
Holly Parks - 4th Runner-Up
Ashley Olson - Miss Congeniality
You were wonderful! Love,

Alpha Omicron Pi

I

t2ft .rho}

Easte r Specia l

1922 S. 12th St. (inside Mr.Postman)l

~----------------- -·

·S U

Cheerleading
Blue Squad Co- Ed

TRYOUTS
Saturday, April 15, 2000

'

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th·st.
641 N.

753-4424

Informational Meeting - Mandatory
Friday, April 14, 2000
4:30 pm Carr Health South Gym

Try - Out Clinic
Friday, April 14, 2000
5-9 pm Carr Health South Gym
Open Gym Saturday, April15, 2000
10 -12 noon Carr Health North Gym

Vote Melissa Baker for SGA Treasurer
Krwwledgeable
• Completed accounting internship at a children's camp in NY
covering the full range of accounting processes.
• Accounting major, Dean's List
• Served as Treasurer for Alpha Omicron Pi, 1999-2000

Experienced
• SC \ Senator for the College of Business & Public Affairs,
1999-2000
· Served on A<:ademic Cou ncil and Student Services Evaluation
Committee

Ded~ated
• To making SGA run smoothly by keeping SGAICAB
informed about their budgets and spending.
• To makinl! SGA a more effective voice for the students.
• To helping make the bes.t use of your money for
programs you want.
PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE

Vote in the SGA Elections,

Tuesday, Apri/ 11 • 2- 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Apri/ 12 • 8:30a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Curris Center 3rd floor. ·

I

20o/o off Boyd B ears
1
Please bring coupon
Expires 4-20-00 1

12 noon Carr Health South Gym

Start your engines with
the right parts from

I

C. Ryan Shelton
SGA Senator-at-Large
#I~
on the ballot

lfiA llec:fions

Ap•il II and
Paid for by the candidate.

I~

ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: GREG STARK

4

762·4468

PHON£:

The Murray State News
April 7, 2000

Question Students should have right to talk
Wee.k
If you were president
of Murray State

University, ~hat
would you change?
"I

When residents of Richmond
College checked their e-mail
Monday night and Tuesday to
find the threatening letter submitted to them, they probably
felt a flood of emotions: fear,
anger and maybe panic.
Whether the intent of the email was a real threat or someone's textbook example of
tasteless, morbid humor has
yet to be determined. Either
way students should have the
right to know what is going on.
Remember those days when
the teacher would look down
at his students, point his finger
and say, "Use your inside

voice."
The teachers in the case of
the Richmond e-mail were
Housing officials who told
Richmond College students to
keep their mouths shut if they
were questioned by the news
media.
Students should have the
right to express their opinion
in print if they choose, without
feeling threatened by Housing
officials.
It seems as though we
haven't learned from past mistakes. The warning fire before
the Hester catastrophe should
remind us that listening to stu-

WOULD

REBUILD THE
DORMS TO
MAKE THINGS
MORE SUITABLE
BRYAN MCGREGOR
freS/lm~tn, Bo11ver Dam

0

FOR THE
STUDENTS.

11

"I 'D MAKE All
THE HANDRAILS
LOWER FOR All
THE
ROllERBLADERS. II

J.T. BAftNES
freshman. P<lriS, Tenn.

l(

11

•II:'•

VoTE
Beco..use. you

1 WOULD

PROVIDE ROOM
SERVICE FOR THE
DORMS AND
TOILET PAPER
FOR ALLI

LEsue SHAW
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dents' concerns is imperative
in these situations.
Those in leadership positions
should help control rumors by
shedding light on the truth.
But by keeping the truth tigh tly locked up, officials allow
misperceptions to spread like
fire.
The last thing we in the news
media want to do is interfere
with the investigation to track
down the person who wrote
the e-mail. However, we
believe in the importance of
communication between students and University officials.
How will students know the

Uni\'ersity is taking the malicious e-mail seriously unless
someone tells them?
By their actions, Murray
State officials have proven they
aren't taking the threat lightly.
Contacting the state police and
opening a criminal investigation both illustrate the
approach that is being taken.
Why should effo~ts such as
these be hidden?
Students need to know the
University cares about their
well-being. There is no better
way than a student newspaper
to get that message out.
So, why the silence?

OurYtew
ISSUE:
OFFICIALS TOLD
RICHMOND
COLLEGE
STUDENTS NOT
TO TALK ABOUT
THE E-MAIL
THEY RECEIVED.

P OSITION:
STUDENTS
SHOULD HAVE
THE RIGHT TO
EXPRESS THEIR
OPINION.

Participation
by students
SGA problem
It's election season. Do you
know where your candidates
are?
Probably not. Despite measures to increase representation,
improve its public image and
serve the students better, fewer
people than ever are throwing
hats in the ring for office in SGA.
The fact that only one executive office is contested (and ironically, the one with the least
responsibility) is almost excusable. Maybe the ones running are
best for the job and everyone
sees that.
Maybe the ones running simply are too charismatic and
suave to be beaten, and everyone
sees that.
Or maybe SGA's done such a
good job this year that no on~
has a campaign platform against
it.
But anyone who's been to one
of the many town meeting
forums (apparently, we live in a
ghost town) held by the SGA this
year knows the real answer: no
one cares.
With as much lip service as
RCA and other primarily independent organizations have
given to the evil, Greek-dominated SGA, only one candidate of
the 12 for senator-at-large is
independent. This 8.3 percent
candidacy for independents is
close to the percentage of Greeks
on campus.
So the message this should
give to RCA and others who
would denigrate SGA is the
same on so many use as a justification for buying a lottery ticket.
You can't win if you don't enter.

Our View
ISSUE:
RCA AND
OTHER GROUPS
ON CAMPUS
HAVE BEEN
VOCAL ABOUT

SGA BIAS.
POSITION:
IF GROUPS WANT
REPRESENTATION
ON CAMPUS,
THEY HAVE TO
FIRST PUT UP
A CANDIDATE.
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Student believes Knight
should get more respect
To

th~

Editor:

As a loyal and long-time supporter of the Indiana University

basketball program, r found
Darin Shock's cartoon in the
March '31 edition of "The Murray
State News" to be in very poor
taste.
Now, I'll admit Bob Knight
isn't n S<~int by any measure of
the word. His temper is legendary and his dislike of the
pre::;s is well-known among their
ranks. (Surely those who partici-

pate in his press conferences
should know what to expect by
now.) And he has lost control of
his temper on many occasions.
However, that is just his particular styl~ of coo1ching. Bob
Knight isn't the kind of coach
who will pat his players on the
head when they screw up and
say "That's OK, you'll do better
next time." He's going to tell
them they screwed up - and he
won't b~ nice about it. This kind
of motivntion is actunlly quite
effective. Personal experience
has told me that.
Knight runs his program with
integrity. He demands that his

players graduate from school, a
phenomenon that is becoming
increasingly rare in this world of
college players jumping to the
pros early. He has no tolerance
for players who break the rules
he establishes and has in the past
held his star players from playing as punishment.
Numerous former players of
Knight have publicly stated that
playing for four years under him
prepared them for the real world
better than any other experience
could have. They have repeatedly said that by surviving
Knight's often
unorthodox
coaching skills, they were pre-

pared to handle just about any
kind of boss they could work
under.

Knight is a relic of the days
when coaches were tough, of a
fast-fading era when college
players weren't spoiled brats
and coaches ran real basketball
teams instead of NBA training
camps. He has had a long and
successful career, a career that is
almo~t over. Give him the
respect he deserves.

Justin Toon
Sophomore
Murray

Write to us
"The Murray State
News'' welcomes

commentaries and
lett~rs to the editor.
Letters should be
300 words or fewer
and must be signed.

Contributors should
include addresses

and phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title or
relationship to the
University. "The

Murrcly State News"
reserves the right to
edit for style, length
and content.
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Lack of wrestling frustrates student
1 don't ask for many things in
life besides what God ha~ planned
out for me, but for one Sunday
night in April all I ask for is the
ability to watch the World
Wrestling Federation's "Super
Bowl of sports entertainment,''
Wrestlemania.
If you're not a wrestling fan, but
hate the service Charter Communications,
formerly
Murray
Cablccomm, is providing Murray
State students, then please go
ahead and read on. A lot of my
ranting can be directed at Charter
Communications' overall service,
so please bare with this wrestling
fan's take on it.
You can call the company
Cablecomm, Charter, Murray's
Crappy Cable Company, but it

doesn't matter what its name is
because it still stinks like raw
sewage.
Before I go on, most of the problems I have arc with the technical
side and the administration of
Cablecomm, not the two sweet,
old ladies who work the desk at
the office and have to field everyone's compl<lints, which are too
numerous to mention.
When I came back to campus in
January, Cablecomm had officially changed its name to Charter. [
didn't think too much about the
change until I tried to order WWF
Royal Rumble. Knowing from
past experience about buying
wrestling pay-per-\•iews, I went
to the Cablecomm office on Friday to reserve the PPV so my

account would have enough cn~d
it on it in order to purchase the
$29.95 event.
When I tried to watch the event
on Jan. 23, with nine of my
Regents College fifth floor posse
members crammed into my room,
the screen did not show Royal
Rumble, but that stupid red
screen that said you are unauthorized to watch this show. After
about five calls in a 15-minute
period to Cablecomm, 1 finally
found out the entire PPV system
at Cablecomm had some sort of
crash, and the entire town of Murray was without Royal Rumble.
When 1 went to the office on Jan.
24, aU I was offered was to get the
encore presentation on Jan. 25 at
no additional charge. I was upset,

(f
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Students need to participate in elections
In My
Opinion

c. RYAN
SHELTON

" I TRULY WANT
TO SEE SGA
MORE EQUALLY
REPRESENT THE
ENTIRE STUDENT
BODY."

During the past few weeks while covering they have no voice, yet so few in either group
the Residential College Association and Stu- have turned out to compete for the positions.
dent Government Association merger, I have f have always felt you should not complain
learned a lot about the student body at Mur- about a problem unless you are willing to help
ray State. We are too divided. The underlying take part in the solution.
reason anyone has a problem with the mergl:!r
Currently both minorities and non-Greeks
is that SGA is Greek-dominated and too pow- are grossly under-represented in SGA, but
there is only one way to correct this. It is too
erful.
SGA is what we make of it. The executive late this year to compete for a seat, but you
council and senators do not elect themselve:;. can• still vote for the people whom you feel
As ~tudents we ha,·e the responsibility to take will best represent you. You can also let those
advantage of the resource of self-government. running know what you want them to do for
SGA is the system th<'lt has been put in plnce you if elected. When they come to your orgafor us to' govern ourselves, improve student nization's meetings, tell your elected reprelife and voice our concerns to the Board of sentatives how they can make the campus a
Regents.
better place for all of us.
ln this year's SGA elections, three of the
I truly want to see SGA more equally reprefour executive officers are running uncontest- sent the entire sh.tdent body: black, white,
ed. I personally am one of the only non-Greek Asian, Greek, non-Greek.
students in the race for senator-at-large. I have
heard so many non-Greek and minority stu- C. Rya11 Slrelto, is a staff writer for "Tile Mrmay
dents voicing their frustration about feeling State News."

but accepted the compromise and l·an't Cablecomm see the longer
got to see the encore show Tues- problems like U1is keep happenday.
ing at a frequent rate that Murray
This weekend was Wrestlema- Electric will put it out of business
nia, and I even though I prepaid next year when it becomes an
for the show on Friday, I could alternative to Cablccomm? Stunot get the show on two different dents are tired of busted service
occasions.
and the inability for any rep(! irs to
First, the entire cable network at be done after 4 p.m. or at all on
Regents College conveniently weekends. (Wh~t's up with that,
malfunctioned Sunday night and MSU Housing?)
did not get turned back on until
Until the day I am able to evaluearly Monday morning. Then ate the service and features of
after going to the office on Tues- Murray Electric's c.1ble system, I
day at 3 p.m. and getting the have two words for Cablecomm:
encore for no extra charge, r tried fix it!
to watch it and found out the
event had not been programmed
into my box and it conveniently
did not work again.
Jason Billingsley is tl1e sports t'dilor
For those stiU with me, why for "The Murray State News."

In My
Opinion

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"I

HAVE TWO

WORDS FOR
CABLECOMM:
fiX IT!"

Weddi~g ell
u
Bride-to-be finds
many hassles in
preparing for event
I was never one of those little
girls who dreamed about getting
married.
I didn't make a play list of the
songs that would be sung, I didn't choose my bridesmaids in
my head and I certainly didn't
think about myself in a big,
poufy, white dress.
But here l am, preparing to
don a big, white dress (I refuse
to admit to any poufyness) and
I'm stressing ov~r whether purpleish flowers will look good
with royal b lue bridesmaids'
dresses.
How did I end up here?
Well, the short (and cht.-esy)
answer is that I fell in love, he
asked by the lake under a starry
sky and I cried and said yes.
AU that is true. But as far as I
can tell, all this wedding hubbub
has little to do with love.
Don't get me wrong, the marriage has everything to do with
love. I am quickly learning,
however, the wedding is an
entirely different matter.
The wedding has to do with
color coordination, food and the
right font and paper weight for
invitations.
It has to do with knowing how
to address the envelopes properly so as not to offend anyone
(Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Blow)
and making sure you don't forget to invite great aunt Edna
from Sheboygan, Wise.
Those of you who are wedding novices may be laughing
now, but I nssure you, I am not
a lone.
Weddings are insanity. I am
getting married smack-dab in
the middle of June, the height of
wedding season. That means
caterers, florists and reception

sites are at a premium. When I
reserved my reception site in
December, two of the weekends
in June were already gone.
Insanity.
1 find myself worrying about
using roses on the tables at the
reception when calla lilies are
really the main flower in the
bouquets. I fret over whether
people will find it incrC'dibly
tacky if I use a script font to print
the addresses on my invitations
or if I have to write 125 ,a ddresses by hand .
I am losing sleep over where
to put the food at the reception.
Murray has this quaint little
tradition where you only send
out-of-town invitations. It's
lovely that everyone's invited,
but I don ' t know how mnny people l need to be prepared to feed .
These are the things brides-tobe live and breathe the last few
months before the big day.
Bridal portrait~, engagement
photos, flower schemes and
color coordination become parts
of the everyday thought process.
I know, though, that the d<ty I
wear that big, white, non-poufy
dress and hold the carefully
color-coordinated flowers and
walk down the aisle to my
painstakingly put-together play
list of songs, it will all be worth
it.
Because as cheesy as it may
sound, when I'm looking into
his eyes ,md ready to say "I do,"
I know I won't see any (lf my
deliberate and detailed efforts.
And that is the most important
thing of all.

In My
Opinion

ALYSON

McNUTT
cel T'S LOVELY
THAT
EVERYONE'S
INVITED, BUT

I

DON'T KNOW
HOW MANY
PEOPLE

I NEED

TO BE PREPARED
TO FEED."

Alyson McNutt is n copy editor for
"The Murray State News. ''

Even without competition, SGA election still important
During the last week I have heard
much discussion on campus of the
perceived unimportance of next
week's Student Government Association elections. There is a feeling
the elections are less significnnt
because of the smaller number of
candidates running for executive
office.
As nn officer on the current executive council and the president·
elect of next year's council, I can tell
you this might be the most important election th..1t will occur during
our collegiate cart•ers. If you think it
is unimportant, keep reading.
In addition to electing the students who will represent you in the
upcoming academic year, this year
we are charged with determining
the future of student representation
on Murray State's campus. The leg-

islative bodies of SGA and the Residential College Associ<~tion hnve
passt'd legislcltion that paves tht'
way tor a merger of the tv..·o group~ .
Passage of this legislation will provide the entire student body fl
wealth of benefits we cannot afford
to overlook.
It is important for us to vote to
make RCA a part of SCA . When the
merger occurs, one unified group of
organizations will work together to
achieve better representation, a
common goal of the student body.
It is a common misperception the
merger will inhibit RCA's positive
contributions for the students. This
plan does not intend to weaken
RCA in any way. It is meant to
strengthen both bodies ns well as
the residential college councils by
providing a direct link to the stu·

dent Senate. It is our thought that
combining the resources of both
groups will do nothing but help
those of us in office to better serve
the students of the Uni\·ersity.
It is important for all elected officials to remain receptive and
responsive to the needs of their con·
stituents. When the merger is complete, there will be more representati\'es per student in both bodies,
which means more voices will be
heard. We will be more effective in
helping every student. Every stu·
dent stands to gain from the
increased representation because
communication
will
expand
between students in the residential
colleges and SGA. This will allow
the senate to assist the residential
colleges more effectively with
addressing thdr issues and con-

cerns.
Currently, the representation in
the Senate is not equal between the
residential colleges and the academic colleges. There is a slight
advantage in representation that
leans toward the academic colleges.
The proposed increase in the number of senators would give the residential colleges equal representation in the Senate.
This increased voting power can
only have positive effects for Murray State students because these
representatives will have more
input in the daily workings of student government.
Many have complained SGA is
limited to a select number of students and that this number is dominated by Greeks. While I disagree
..vith this perception, the new struc-

ture of the legislature will allow
more students to get involved in
helping their fellow Racer..; and
possibly open the door to involvement for those motivated toward
helping their fellow students.
It is important for u!; to vote
"Yes" together on Tuesdcly nnd
Wednesday in the Curris Center to
pass the proposed amendments
and support the organizational
merger.
The two organizations are
focused on moving forward and
need your support to be successful.
Wt! are here to represent you. Now
lht.• decision to make SGA and RCA
more effective is in your hands.

In My
Opinion

MICHAEL
THORNE

"IT IS
IMPORTANT TO
MAKE RCA

A PART OF

Micltnel Tllome is 1/tt• secretary of tltt•
Student Government Associatio11.

SGA."
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Expansion tension prompts postal promise Faculty Senate
A FTER 20
YEARS AND
MUCH
EXPANSION
THROUGHOUT
M URRAY,
PLANS HAVE
BEEN MADE
TO SUPPLY THE
CITY WITH A
NEW POST
OFFICE.

BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITU

The community is still growing at a
relatively fast pace and isn't showing
signs of slowing any time soon. The
addition of several restaurants and
businesses in Murray may continue to
attract more people to the community.
Because of this, a new post office may
be in the works to better serve the citizens of Murray.
When Murray's post office opened 20
years ago, no one anticipated just how
much the community would grow.
"In the last seven years that I've been
here, we've put in five routes," Postmaster Mark Kennedy said.
Adding those five routes meant purchasing five delivery vehicles, increasing space for mail carriers and hiring

more clerks to serve the new customers,
Kennedy said.
"The projection is that we' ll have a
new post office in the next two-and-ahalf years," Kennedy said .
Kennedy said the post office is on the
tentative building list for the fiscal year
2002, which actually begins in September 2001.
The new post office may be built in a
different location, but expanding on the
current post oifice or building a sepa·
rate location for carriers and other
employees are also options.
Rose Broughton, a Murray resident,
said a new location would help the current traffic problem on Chestnut Street.
"Going in is no problem, but going
out you always run into traffic," she
said.

Kennedy said the only thing that
could push construction back on the
new post office would be the funds
intended for Murray being reallocated
to another post office that is in more
dire need of reconstruction.
''We do have a congestion problem,
but there are other post offices worse
than us," Kennedy said.
Kennedy Sclid he plans on retiring in
two years and 10 months.
"I would like to see something firm
before I retire," Kennedy said.
He said he feels a new post office
would be more convenient for the community as well as the employees.
"I've got excdlent employees who do
an excellent job serving the community." Kennedy said. "1 think they and the
community deserve a post office that
meets all of their needs."

members make
nominations
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

.

Faculty Senate members
nominated three senators-atlarge to fill open positions.
The three nominees, associate professor of industry
and technology Bill Call, history professor Terry Strieter
and associate professor of
agriculture Dwayne Driskill,
are uncontested for the positions. The Senate rules, elections and bylaws committee
wil1 meet Tuesday to finalize
the appointments because a
vote is not necessary for the
uncontested race.
Call is the current Faculty
Senate president. He said he
hopes to continue improving
faculty morale for his next
two-year term.
"I'd like the faculty to feel
better about working here at
the end of the year than what
they did at the start/' Call
said.
Strieter was appointed to
the senator-at-large position
last fall after economics and

Push for bottle bill referendum dies in legislature
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRiTER

After a tough fight, supporters
of the bottle bill were forced to call
it quits last week when the Kentucky Senate opted not to schedule
a vote for referendum legislation.
The referendum would have
ultimately allowed the people of
Kentucky to decide if a deposit on
cans and bottles was necessary. It
was passed by the House of Representatives last week, but was
killed by the Senate, as it was not

placed on the voting schedule.
Supporters of the bill say polls
show 75 percent of Kentuckians
favor the legislation, although the
General Assembly '{Oted it down.
"It's unfortunate that the majority of the people of Kentucky didn't have a chance to voice their
opinion," Legislative Assistant
Barbara Rhoades said.
The bottle bill, which would
have put a deposit on beverage
containers, was voted down by the
house three weeks ago.
Rhoades has worked with the

bottle bill for two years as an assistant to Rep. Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, who sponsored the legislation. She said it would have
reduced litter by giving incentive
to return bottles and cans. That
incentive would have been up to
10 cents per container.
Rhoades said the 10 other states
that implemented similar legislation have experienced up to 75
percent less litter on their roadsides. She also cited a survey con·
ducted by solid waste coordinators that found 52 percent of all

roadside litter in Kentucky was
bever.lge containers.
Kentucky Soft Drink Association consultant Ray Gillespie cited
a study that found it costs the state
$5 million per year to gather litter
from highways and side roads.
But the bottle bill, he said, would
cost multi-millions to implement.
Recycling centers across Kentucky offer money for aluminum
cans. In Paducah, Garrett Recycling will pay 40 cents per pound
and Mason Recycling offers 45
cents per pound.
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finance professor Larry Guin
stepped down because of
persona I reasons. Strieter
will serve another year in
that position.
Driskill will serve two
years in his new position.
Senate secretary Donna
Miller said a separate committee will accept nominations for the Senate president
and vice president, positions
that are open this year. The
Senate will then vote for w ho
will fill those slots at the May
meeting.
Senators to represent each
department will also be
elected this month. Secret
ballots must be submitted to
the Faculty Senate by May 1.
Staff Congress will also
elect its staff regents nexl
wt.>ek. Incumbent Lori Dial,
assistant financial aid din:~c
tor, is running for another
three-year term, as well as
Larry Slinker of f:acilities
Management and Mary
Boaz, coordinator of Academic and Student Sen·ices at
Paducah's Crisp Center.
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Chelsea Anderson millennium's first Miss MSU
'

• '

BY TARA SHELBY
COllEGE liFE EDITOR

As the popular saying goes,
the third time's the charm.
1999's Miss MSU Michelle
Martini passed on her crown to
Chelsea Anderson, junior from
Dallas. Anderson is a nursing
majo r who was sponsored by the
Student Ambassadors. This was
her third time to compete for the
crown and her first time to make
it to the top five.
"It's a big honor to even be
nominated each year," Anderson
said. "I was very, very surprisL>d
to win."
Anderson's friends and family
were at the pagent in full force to
support Anderson.
"They had to come all the way
from Texas," Anderson stlid. "I
was so g lad they could mCJke it."

Anderson's parents said ·they
were very happy for her.
"We're very proud of her,"
Gary Anderson, Chelsea's father,
said.
Friends of the family also
made the trip to Murray to
watch Anderson compete in the
pageant. When Anderson's
name was announced as the
winner, their cheers could be
heard across Lovett Auditorium.
"The way her dress glittered is
the way she glitters inside,"
Margie Duffy, friend of the family, said.
Anderson was awarded an
$850 scholarship.
The women were judged in
four categories: private sevenminute interviews that were
held earlier in the day, stage
introduction and presentation,
evening gown and an on-stage

junior from Eli2abethtown;
The on-stage interview cons isted of one question from the
judges for each contestant.
Anderson was asked if a UFO
landed on Murray's campus,
where would she take the aliens
to visit. She said she would take
them to the Curris Center
because that was where student
life around the University was
centered.
"I was very surprised when I
heard something about a spaceship,". Anderson said. "But I
Ryan Brooks/The News think all the questions were surprbing. Of course as soon as I
Chelsea Anderson, junior from Dalla~ and Leslie Shaw, junior
handed the mike away I thought
from Louisville, clench hands as the winner is announced.
of other things I should have
interview.
Louisville; second runner- up said."
In addition to Miss MSU, the
The top five contestants partic- Stevie Lowery, junjor from St.
ipated in the on-stage interview. Francis; third runner-up Ke ndrJ competitors were asked to vote
They were Anderson, first ru n- Richards, junior from BlMZ; and on two other titles. Ash ley
ner-up Leslie Shaw, junior from fourth runner-up Holly Parks, Olson, sophomore from Crest-

wood, was chosen for Miss Congeniality and Kendra Richards
won Most Photogenic.
The other competitors were
Christian Cruce, senior from
Clinton; Jennifer Hibbs, senior
from Benton; Lori Hayes, junior
from Jacksonville, Ill.; Ginny
Jones, junior from Brandenburg ;
Ashley Hailston, sophomore
from Honolulu, .H awaii; Ashley
Graves, junior from Louisville;
G race Page, junior from Kenton,
Tenn.; Laura Sykes, junior from
Paris, Tenn.; and Angela Arnold,
junior from Sikeston, Mo.
SGA
President
Brandon
Kirkham and SGA Vice President Kevin Lowe were the masters of ceremony. Judges were '
Jeff Ellis from Nashville, Tenn.,
Jane Chapman from Murray and
SaUy Jump from Frankfort.

Murray Madness .brings
many activities to campus
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFf WRITER

Many students think Murray
State is fun and games. This
week they will be right.
The Student Government
Association is sponsoring
Murray Madness on Monday.
This year's event w ill feature
an N-4 simulator, which is a
high-tech video game that
allows participants to feel as
though they are flying in a
fighter plane.
Murray Madness will signal
the beginning of SGA's annual
Spring Week celebration. It
takes place between Hart College and Winslow Dining Hall
from noon to 10 p .m.
Patricia Max.,.,.ell, graduate
student from Murray, coordinated the event for SGA.
" We wanted to make this a
spin-off of what was done last

year," she said. "It will also
kick off the SGA elections that
will be on Tuesday and
Wednesday."
The day will be complete
with balloons, cotton candy
and popcorn. Winslow Dining
Hall will serve box lunches.
Maxwell said she wanted to
give a real carnival feel to the
event.
" I hope weather is warm,"
Maxwell said. "I hope it doesn't rain. I hope people come."
Besides the N-4 simulator,
activities will include an
Olympic contest, complete
with a relay race and other
sports, face-painting and live
entertainment.
"We're also going to have a
band playing," Maxwell said.
"It was such a big hit on Family Weekend, and we wanted to
continue that fun."
While there will be many
things to do, there will also be

plen ty of refresh m e n ts fo r
th ose e njoying the activities.
Coca-Cola is taking a large
role in sup porting the events.
It is donating drinks and will
advertise on posters for Murray Madness. Mark Hart, a
sales representative for Coca
Cola, said Coca-Cola hopes
to help support this and oth e r
events to benefit the students.
"We are h e lping this event
out by sponsoring with product," Hart said. "Coca-Cola is
very much interested in Murray State University and the
education of its students."
The Residentia l College
Association w ill help out by
hosting a barbecue fr om 7 to
10 p.m.
"We' ll be ser ving hot dogs
and they w ill be free," RCA
President Josh Williams said.
"There is nothing like a free
meal."

All Campus Sing
April 12
4:30 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium

Photos by
La ura Deaton
(Top) Renee Brockwell, sophomore from Paducah,
practices with her friends from Clark College.
(Left) Grant Quertermous, sophomore from
Pad ucah, sings at Clark's rehearsal Wednesday night.

CollegeLife
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Bands battle for charity
BY PATRICK

ABANATHY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Several local bands will battle Saturday night to win
$1,000.

The
Regional
Special
Events Center will be rocked
for five hours by Battle of the
Bapds. This event is the first
of .what Battle of the Bands
Coordinator Rob Gower,
junior from Madisonville,
hopt:!s will become an annual
eyent.
"We had talked about
doing one next semester, but
we think we'll do it more
annually, like maybe once
every spring," Gower said.
"We haven't decided if we
want to do it in the spring or
fall though."
Gower's original plan was
to have Battle of the Bands at
his house, with a party-style
almosphere. After joining

Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity, Gower asked the fraternity to sponsor the event.
Gower then decided to house
the concert in Lovett Auditorim, but decided the space
was not sufficient.
"It was not going to be
nearly as big as it is now, but
then our ideas got bigger and
we started getting some sponsorship from other people,"
Gower said. "So the more
help we got, the bigger it
got."
Other members of Sigma
Phi Epsilon are excited about
the evl:!nt,. The members will
donate a portion of its proceeds to the United Way.
"It's always good when
you can put together an event
that's going to be fun and
benefit an organization like
the United Way," Adam
Seiber, junior from Murray,
said.

Many local bands will participate in this event, including Dogs Mercury, Hoosier
Daddy, Visage, 1129, Tommy
Gun and Groove Merchant.
There will be an appearance
by Nashville-recording artist
Chris Tapp.
"I think it's a good chance
for all the bands and local talent around here to try to
come and compete," Hoosier
Daddy lead singer John
McDaniel, senior from Big
Sandy, Tenn., said
ln addition to Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Battle of the Bands is
sponsored by Black Sun
Entertainment, Pepsi and
Electric 96.9. The battle begins
Saturday at 7 p.m. and will
continue until midnight.
Admission to the event will
be $7 general admission and
$5 with a valid Racercard. For
ticket information, phone
753-1901.

The Murray State N ews
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Luncheon offers home-cooked meals
BYMELISSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR

There's an old maxim that says
there's no such thing as a free
lunch, but the Baptist Student
Union comes dose.
The BSU offers students homecooked food for a reasonable price:
$1.

The BSU luncheon has been a
Wednesday tradition for as long as
anyone can remember, Campus
Minister Mark Whitt said. Whitt
said the program has been running
for at least 15 to 20 years.
"It began years ago as a way for
our churches to be involved with
college students," Whitt said.
The program has grown
throughout the years, and now
feeds around 150 students on a
weekly basis. Women from Baptist
churches in Marshall and Calloway
counties generally cook and serve
the food.
The $1 fee. is used to support stu-

Ryan Brooks/The News

T he Baptist Student Union
offers weekly Sl luncheons at
12:30 p.m. on Wednesdays.
dent missionaries, Whitt said. This
summer students from the BSU
will take mission trips to Australia,
Bosnia, Ghana and many locations
within the United States.

FUN EVENTS Noon

Angie Kee, a member of
Gilbertsville Baptist Church, has
served at the luncheons for seven
years. She serves the students as a
part of her missionary work.
"The best thing about working is
the pleasure of seeing the kids
enjoy it," Kee said.
Kee said her church has the
opportunity to serve students
about three times a year.
"I hope they will keep God in
their lives," Kee said.
Adam Smith, junior form Russelville, said he is a big fan of the
luncheon.
"Luncheon is the only way you
can get the best granny cookin' in
town for a buck," Smith said.
Scott Norris, a 1997 Murray State
alumnus and former luncheon
chair, still comes back for luncheons. He said the program opens
doors for campus ministry.
Said Norris: "It's a place where
students, campus ministry and the
local community connect."

•
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Rising Suns

The Housing/Res~dence Life
Department would like to thank qte
Residential £ollege Gouneils
for all of their hard work
throughoutrthe year! T
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is accepting applications
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'
Fall 2000 :
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University of Kentucky
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• Advertising Production
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Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
'

Where Families Come Toge!her

If

• Ar~ you pregnant1
o Unable to parent at this time1

WE CAN HELP!

1

First Summer
Session
May 9- June 6

For a schedule and
information call:
Cindy .
606 257-3382
800 432-0963

Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenses p!!ld
You choose loving parents
Call ToDFree
D•y (800) 542·!5245
l!~nlng (800) 820·4091

Celebrate Earth Day.

Second Summer
Session
June 8 - August 3

Equal ()clponuncy Univeracy

•
•
•

April 8

www.thenews.org

Make a Difference with Aveda's Appointments for the Earth.
In Aprl Avedo wl donate a portion of the proceeds from SElfVices CJ1d
select products to organizations that work for bk:xiversity. Be on mont
envirormentalist and oc1Mst- ord look be1tec too. Make yoor
Appontment for the Eath today at patq::x:JtirYJ Avedo Concept Solons
and Eni.Aronmentolllfesly1e Stores.
·
/l

•

Come In rnd sign a petition to hef:> ocr.~e the troplcal forest. Receive a
~ toguo nut bracelet when you p!.lCOOse rew sop rooss shcmpOO.

f?ht? 6r1leAtiab 0'Y'/ r_f.JU/
73 77 Johnson Blvd .
767-0760

Races begin at 12 p.m.
Cherokee Park, Kentucky Lake
Aurora, KY
Hosted by Murray State Crew
Murray State University
University o f the South
W a shington University
Van derbilt University
Creighton University
University of Alabama
Miami University
Droke University
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Women's golf wins shortened MSU Invitational
BY JoE DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite weather delays, the
Murray State women's golf team
won the MSU Invitational with a
score of 324.
The Lady Racers braved the cold
and soggy conditions on Tuesday
to push through and win the MSU
Invitational.
The team was led by two-time
OVC Player of the Year Jenny
Daag, senior from Linkoping,

Sweden, who shot a 41 on the
front nine and then matched a
course record with a 37 on the
back nine.
"Daag did very well," Coach
Velvet Milkman said. "The weather was the only disappointing factor."
Besides leading the team to its
second victory this spring, Daag
also grabbed first place individually.
"I played really well on the back
nine/' Daag said. "It was cold and

wet, but I tried to just do my best."
The team also had a strong fin·
ish from the another senior, Jessica
Widman.
Widman, senior from Mansfield,
Texas, shot an 80 to place her in a
four~way tie for third place.
Teammate Tina Marshall, junior
from Frankfort, shot an 81 to put
her in seventh place individually.
"This victory gave us a lot of
confidence," Daag said. "The OVC
will be a lot more competitive this
year, but we definitely have a

good chance at winning."
Murray State won the contest
with a score of 324, followed by
Tennessee Tech with 328.
Western Kentucky took third
place with a score of 334.
University of AJabama~Birming
ham, Western Carolina, Belmont
University, Rend Lake College
and Lipscomb University rounded
out the field in that order.
The lady Racers now have. two
tournament championships under
their beJts and Daag has also col-

lected the top individual honor
twice.
"We have had really good per·
fotmances in the past couple tournaments," Milkman said. "We
have had consistent depth play in
our number one and two spots.
"Our problem is the three
through five spots have had trouble with consistency," she said.
The Lady Racers next challenge
will be to compete in The Lady
Colonel Classic in Richmond on
April14 and 15.

jENNY DAAG

senior. Sweden
"THIS VICTORY

GAVE US A LOT

Of
CONFIDENCE."

Thoroughbreds deal
Purple Aces 13-10 upset
8Y JASON

BIUINGSLEY

SPORTS EDITOR

Those who looked at the Murray State
Thoroughbreds' schedule before the season started may not have thought the
'Breds had a chance against the Evansville Purple Aces on Tuesday.
These are not the same 'Breds as
before, however.
The 'Breds (11-17) scored 13 runs in the
first four innings, including nine in the
first inning, and held off a late charge by
the No. 38-ranked Aces (21-7) to win 1310 Tuesday afternoon at Reagan Field.
"When you beat a team with a record
like that, it's good," 'Breds Head Coach
Mike Thieke said. "They are getting a lot
of votes for the top 25 by some coaches. It
was a big win for us today."
Scott Greene (2-1), sophomore from
Louisville, got the win allowing six runs,
five earned, on 10 hits, striking out five
and walking three in six innings of work.
Jason Glosser, senior from Mattoon, Ill.,
got the save by getting four of five hitters
he faced in the eighth and ninth innings
out.
The 'Bred.s were led offensively by
Billy Moore, sophomore center fielder
from Columbus, Ohio, and Nathan Taylor, junior catcher from Paducah. Moore
went 4-for-6 with a double, three runs
scored and two RBis. Taylor went 4-for-4
with one run scored.
"Coaches told us they're a top 25 caliber team and I think when we scored
nine in the first inning that kind of set the
tone for the rest of the game," Moore
said.
The 'Breds had the first eight batters
reach base in the first inning. Aces starter
Tyler Stone did not get any outs from
those first eight batters, and was credited
with eight of the nine runs scored in the
first inning by the 'Breds.
"Sometimes that's how this game can

(Top) Jamiko Sands, junior from
Nassau, The Bahamas, lays down a
bunt during the 'Breds 13-10 win
over the Evansville Purple Aces on
Tuesday. Sands also hit his first home
run of the season on Tuesday.
(Right) Nathan Taylor, junior from
Paducah, takes a big cut in Tuesday's
game at Reagan Field. Taylor was
one of the offensive leaders for the
'Bred~ on the day, going 4-for-4 with
one run scored. ·

be," Thieke said. "U something doesn't
go right for you in an inning, you can get
beat in one inning."
After the 'Breds scored two nlf\S in the
fourth inning to extend their lead to 13-1,
the Aces scored nine unanswered runs
over the next five innings before Glosser
slammed the door on their rally.
"I knew when the score was 9-1 that
club wasn't going to quit," Thieke said.
"They're too used to winning to quit at
that point. We're glad to get the win."
The 'Breds will be in Ohio Valley Con·
terence action this week against the UTMartin Skyhawks, who are playing their
first game since the van accident on
March 28 that injured nine players and
their coach, Victor "Bubba" Cates.
"It's going to be a difficult weekend for
both teams," Thieke said. "For them, it's
their first game back after everything that
happened to them. We feel for them.
They're in a tough situation. But we've
got to block that out and play every game
this weekend to win."
The 'Breds players are also sympathetic to the plight of the S~yhawks this
weekend.
"We're going to have to play a tough
series because they're more than likely
going to play with a lot of heart," Taylor
said. "We've just got to go in prepared
and play good, solid baU."
Moore also said the players need to be
aware of the emotion UT-Martin will
bring to the game.
"It's going to be a war this weekend,''
Moore said. "We're going to have to
come out and play our butts off because
they're going to play with a lot of emotion this weekend. We're going to need
to deflate some of that emotion early in
the series."
The 'Breds will play a doubleheader
against UT-Martin starting at noon Saturday at Reagan Field and a single game
at 1 p.m. Sunday.

MumtyState13
Evansville 10
RECORDS: MuRRAY
STATE 11-17 (5.J
OVC), EVANSVILLE
21-7
KEY PLAYERS:
BILLY MooRE, 4-FOR·

6

WITH A DOUBLE,

THREE RUNS SCORED
AND TWO RBIS.
NATHAN TAYLOR, 4·
fOR-4 WITH ONE RUN
SCORED.
COMMENTS: "WHEN
YOU BEAT A TEAM
WITH A RECORD LIKE
THAT, IT'S GOOD."
-' BREDS HEAD
COACH MIKE THIEKE,
ON THE 'BREDS WIN
OVER THE No.

38

TEAM IN THE NATION.

Women's tennis wins sixth straight match, sits in first plac'e
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Murray State's women's tennis team beat UT-Martin 5-4 on
March 29 and three days later
beat Tennessee Tech 5~4 to bring
its winning streak to six straight
games.
These two wins pushed the
Lady Racers' record to 7-10, 4~0
in theOVC.
MSU won two of the three
doubles matches from Martin

and split the singles matches to
get the 5-4 win.
With the teams tied 4-4, MSU
sophomore Maria Alonte, ft:om
Milwaukee, Wis., came through
at No. 4 singles and beat UTMartin's Beatrice Allnut 7-5, 6-4.
"Maria is our glue," Murray
State Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "When she is
healthy and playing well the
rest of the team plays well and
we are solid."
Cheryl Gral1am, freshman

from Peachtree City, Ga., and
Annette Steen, freshman from
Oslo, Norway, also won No. 5
and No. 6 singles, respectively,
as well as winning 8-5 in a No. 3
doubles match.
"We've all worked pretty
hard this season and our results
are proving it," Graham said.
The Lady Racers also beat
Tennessee Tech 5-4 on Saturday, by winning two of the
three doubles matches and split
the singles matches to gain the

victory.
Singles winners were Juliana
Hite, junior from Florence, as
well as Alonte and Graham.
In doubles action on Saturday, the teams of Alonte/Hite
and Graham/Steen won their
respective matches by identical
scores of 8-6.
"It feels good to beat Tech and
Martin," Alonte said. "Things
are really going good for us
now and I hope we can keep it
up."

Coach Keasling said she
believes the team is playing
with great confidence and came
together at the perfect time.
"They could not have picked
a better time to be playing the
way they are," Keasling said. "I
am excited and so are they."
The women practice intensely
for two weeks at a time, thi:m
have a couple days off and
Keasling said she feels it is for
the best.
"These girls want to play, not

practice," Keasling said. "Too
much practice may wear them
out and cut down their intensity
for a game."
The players agree with their
coach's strategy.
"She is a smart coach and
knows when we need practice
and when we need some time
off," Alonte said.
The team hosted Southeast
Missouri State on Thursday and
travels to play Middle Tennessee State on Sunday.

'Weekend warrior' editor still looks for 'one shining moment'
Sports Talk

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

"HAVE YOU
EVER

WONDERED
WHY

Goo

DIDN'T MAKE
YOU A BETTER
ATHLETE?"

Have you ever wondered why
God did not make you a better athlete?
I know now I was never destined
to be a Murray State Thoroughbred
or any other top college athlete, but
why couldn't I have some athletic
moment like in "Varsity Blues" or
"Hoosiers" where T can look back at
and say for that one moment, I was
the best in the world at some sport?
My two biggest athletic moments
are being a member of an undefeated
13- to 15-year-oJd Khorey league
team back home in southem Illinois
and creating the Buncombe (UI.)
Grade School baseball team when l
was in eighth grade.
I was a decent baseball player during my day, but was never the star
for even one game. Sure, 1 .made
some good plays here and there, but

I never had that "one shining
moment."
The only arena where I have been
the best in sports is not in real sports,
but in video game sports. I didn't get
the nickname "Champ" at Regents
College for nothing. I got the name
because I was the 1994 Kentucky
Blockbuster Super Nintendo Champion.
I can't count the number of great
moments in baseball, football, basketball, hockey and golf video games
I've had in my life. It would take me
a week to name them aU.
But somehow that doesn't completely satisfy me. Why can I hit a
lOQ-yard eagle chip in "Tiger Woods
99" but can't hit a golf ball straight to
save my life? l can score 30 points
each with the electronic versions of
Murray State basketball players

Aubrey Reese and Aaron Page in
"NCAA Final Four 2000," but only
score six points in the entire Regents
B intramuraJ season. Why can I win a
World Series in "Triple Play 2000,''
but not hit a home run in intramural
softball?
My dreams are always filled with
hitting a winning run or scoring the
winning bucket in an intramural
championship game for Regents, but
it doesn't seem it will ever take place.
I guess I keep playing for the love
of the game. That must have been
God's plan for me. There has to be a
new breed of "weekend warriors" to
play in the city leagues of America.
Deep down, I know 1 can be the hero
just for one game. That is the motivating factor deep down for all of us
"weekend warriors."
] also know r have a knowledge for

baseball and softball that allows me
to coach the Regents intramural
teams with competence.
I always wanted to be a baseball
coach and probably have the knowledge to be a high school or college
coach, but my Jack of athletic ability
and absence of college experience
sent that dream crashing back into
reality.
I have also been blessed with the
opportunity to be a sports writer so I
can be right there in the middle of the
best athletes wherever I'm reporting.
Hopefully, God wanted me to have
the hunger of a top athlete, but held
out on the ability so I could someday
become a top sports writer. (Knock
on wood.)
What better way to fulfill those
desires of being in big games than by
covering the Ohio Valley Conference

basketball and football championships?
As for my desire to be a coach, I am
happy being the Regents College
Intramural Softball Co-coach and
maybe someday coaching a youth
baseball team or an adult city league
team.
I will probably need to take the
baseball coaching class here at Murray State in fall 2001 to become a better coach. Maybe I can get a better
grade in baseball coaching than I did
in football coaching.
Until that "one shining moment"
happens for you, whether you are a
top-caliber athlete or a "weekend
warrior," here's to all those athletes
who are still trying.

Jason Billingsley is tht' sports editor for
'The Murray State News."
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Sportlight
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Moore,
Jenny Daag
Dilly Moore
and jenny Daag
are in this week's
Racer Sport Light.
• Moore, sophomore from
Columbus, Ohio,
hiio been a key
hitter for the
'llreds this season
and has recently
stepped up even
more.
'·Moore has batted a .353 this
season, only striking out four
•
I
II ,!TICS. He went 46 vs. Evansville
with a double,
three runs and 2
RBI's.
Daag, senior
from Unkoping,
Sweden, led the
jMSU Women's
Golf 1cam with a
:78 in the MSU
Spring lnvitational. ,This allowed
0.1ag to grab her
Se(Ofld first place
finish this Spring
and gave the
Lady Racers their
s&ond toumarrtent win of the .

'

.

~f!rmg.

Daag averages
7V.5 per round
and shot a teamleading low 72 at
rt'f!nnesse Tech
Oassic on Sept.
\13-14

Fastfact
On April 7,
Jnck Nickaus wins the
Masters at 23
years old. At that
time he was the
youngest ever to
win the tqurncy.
1963~

Sowce: ESPN

Action
~J

EKUS.2

'MSUI·3
MI'SU 1-4

UT·Martin Skyhawks set
to soar after accident
The UT-Martin baseball team is
tentatively set to return to game
play beginning Saturday with a
series at Murray State.
The team canceled its OVC series
at Tennessee Tech this weekend and
two non-conference games vs.
Union and Freed-Hardeman. The
cancellations were the result of an
automobile accident that injured
Skyhawk.s Head Coach Bubba Cates
and nine players March 28.
UT-Martin is scheduled to play a
doubleheader at Murray State on
Saturday at noon followed by a single game Sunday at 1 p.m. The
team's next home game will be
against Lee University on Apri113.

College rowers revel
in racing Racer Regatta
The Murray State rowing team is
hosting its third annual Racer
Regatta Saturday at Cherokee Park,
18 miles cast of Murray on Kentucky Lake.
The Regatta will begin at noon
an.d will end with an awards ceremony around 3:30 p.m. The regatta
will feature crews from Vanderbilt
University, University of AJabama,

Drake University, C reighton University, Miami (Ohio) University,
University of the South and Washington University competing in the
2,000 meter race.

r"""

DU 12·10
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,Belnlollt 3-1

Lt-0

Colonels take two out of
three from Thoroughbreds

~2

EIW7

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
could not overcome Eastern Kentucky as MSU fell to EKU, 0.1 and 72.
The ' Breds took a 1-0 lead in the
second inning of the first game when
Nathan Taylor, sophomore from
Paducah, hit a homerun. EKU took
the blow and answered back in the
fourth by scoring six runs. The
Colonels' streak started with a homer
from Brian Sizemore and ended with
him striking out.
In the second game, MSU again
took the early lead by scoring two
runs in the top of the fourth. In the
bottom of the fourth, MSU managed
to get two outs before the Colonels
broke loose again. El<U again poured
it on and scored three runs before the
'Breds could get the final out.
By the time the dust settled in the
ninth, EKU had pulled out another
one. The Colonels won by the final
score of 7-2.

Gimme fl1at ball: Senior Brandon Kissinger is lifted in a line-out to

SIU6

"Sports Briefly" is compiled by foe Dan
Dacus, assistant sports editor.

get the advantage when the ball is thrown In bounds. The Rugby team defeated
Rhodes College 78-0 during their final home game on Saturday.

EIU 5-2

~2
IIISU7
APSU6
BU10

Moreheld4

.... 4
IISU13
~v...-.to

APSU 13
V11dtrtllt 10

:nva
WKU6
Uf2

IITSU 1
~5
laura Deaton/The News
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OVC Baseball
Standings

OVC Baseball
Schedule

OVC Overall
EKU
8-1
13-15
SEMO
4-1
18-7
MTSU
4-1
16-14
Ll-17
MSU
5-3
EIU
5-3
9-15
13-14
TIU
2-3
Morehead 1-5 lJ.-13-1
APSU
1-8
15-18
7-22
liTM
0-5

April I
T e n - T«h II E.ulftn lllinob. (2)
lp.m
UT-~.tll!ln •t MurTOy !it.>tc, (2) I p m,
E...t.:m Kll'ltucky. •t MorthNd Stalt,
(2)2p.m
Middle Tc....- •t Soutlwo..t
MI!S(l<lri, (2) 2 p.m
S!>ultw!m llllnt>ts ot Au•tln Pray.
2p.m.

Standing~

as of April 6

April9

""*"' K<!ltucky at M~..J SYit,
.,.__
T""""'""' T«h at l:utrm Illinois.
lpm.
MidJio

r-., Southr"c

~2p.m.
L'T -M~rM at Murray State. 2

Athletics
Calendar

"''""""" &.pti>t •• Southeut
MIMOOll\ 3 P"'
April12
lindley at f.lsttom IUinol>, (2) I p nt.
M"""'-1 llllll'CI. (2) I p.m
M_,.,rl &.pilot at Murray SW1t,
3pm.
AUihn Pfty •t Cu~rt.ond (1~m.),
3pm.
Tt'll- T«hll S.lmunt.J pM.
Southeast Missouri 11 51. Lout>~.
3p.m.
e......., Kentucky at Wtstm! IC:Nn·
lucky. b p.m.
Mem~il at Middle TC'I\.....-,
7p.m
Apri113
Lee UN\'enlty at UT·Mrrlin, 3 p.m.

p.m.

Tod.y
Mtn'• T"""" •t Auburn, 2 p.m.
~tvn!Ay
W~>m<·n·• R<>wcng 11<>6~

R.>o•r

R.,gatL>
Outdc>or rr~k •t AII..Sporl Rtl.ay•
In C..pe Clrarde.lu, Mu.
Mm'l 'reM .. •I ~lm'"''' 2 r"'
Sund1y
Wumen'l Tennl• at Middlel~n·
,.,...., Stolt, 2 p.m.

r--c.,

W~'sTerwut All51tn Pe.ty
State. 2:30 p.m

Wednnol.ty

AI!Shn P••Y 11 :iou~ III""'OS.
2pm

M•'l1' 1 T•nnis hoots IJT•MJrun, 2:30

Aprilll
St. Loula at Ea.tt.!m Ullnclos, 3 p m.
Murray St•tt> at Ark. 5C.te, ,3 p m.

AprillJ.lS

pm.

Residential
Colleges
Men/Independent
Braluna Bull:;

White
H,'Stl'r
Rl);l·nt~

llart B
Hart A

Forf~ll

Women
S.O

R~n~

3-2
2-3
1-4

Ridlmond
Hesrer
£liJ'.sh<-th

l.i1mbda Chl Alpha
t\lph<J Scgm.1 Phi

7.0
5·1

Alph.1 Gamma Rho
S•gm.1 Pht Ep,tlon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau OmE.-ga
~i~;ma Chi
Sigma Pa

4·2
3-3
3-3

2-4
1·5
Forfeit

Sororities
Sigma Stgtn.1 Sigm.J A 5-0
Alpha Sigma Alpha 4-1
Alph.t Omicron Pi
3-2
Alph.s C..mma Delta

1·3

Sigma Sagma Slgmo1 B 1-4
Alph.t Oc:lt.1 Pi
0-4
StAndings u

ot April 5

4-1

0..5

Standings u of April 5

Outdo;>< Trad: •t Sto• R•y R•• .. ys m
Kno~villc, Tenn .

p.m.

pr1

ean

Tickets available in the Curris Center
on April10, 11, 12
•
$8 1n. advance, $10 at the door

.......

.-su 12

Sundin15 .u of April s

Hart
White

•

The Band

S.O
3·2
3·2
2·3
2·3

Fraternities

mo

~

s
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Equestrian looks for University funding to support team
8Y CLAYTON

R.

UIGH

(ONTI!IWTING WR ITER

Murray State's equestrian team
is seeking funding for its sport
from the University athletic
department, but in not likely to
receive them.
Because the athletic depart·
ment does not recognize the
equestrian team as a varsity
sport, each member has to come
up with the cost of uniforms for

each ev~nt in which the team
participates as well as the fun&;
required to travel nnd compete.
Although the University does
allow the use of its riding equipment, including bridles, saddles
and stirrups, there are other costs
involved, Joey Wilson, junior
team member from Boonville,
Ind., said.
"With the price of uniforms
and entry fees, ns well as the
overnight expenses, the price per

semester easily totals around
$600," Wilson said . "Though
with the uniform .1lrcady purchased, the semester generally
costs about $200."
Assistance from the Uni\'ersity
would be helpful, although is not
feasible for the athletic department's budget currently, Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison said.
"The equestrinn team would
be a great sport to add to our athletic program," Dennison said.

"There's just no funds for it right
novv."
The department is under budget with itft existing programs
and does not anticipate adding
any until the NCAA requires
additional programs at the University.
Dennison said the women's
soccer and crew teams were
added in the past two years,
which stretched the budget to its
limit.

The equestrian team is judged
on the rider's capacity to control
the horse's gait, while managing
the professional upper body and
hand position of the reins.
The levels of competition and
practice are separated by expertise of the rider.
This method allows the beginning riders to learn the ropes of
the sport and the experienced
riders to further their skills.
The team has even~s primarily

once per month, though there is a
somewhat busier schedule during the spring semester.
The equestrian team still has a
very strong desire to compete,
despite the lack of funds.
"More than anything, it's the
cost of competition," Wilson
said. "Besides the drain of practice and preparing for the next
show, we have to make sure and
have the money for hotels, food
and freeing up a weekend."

Men's rugby defeats Rhodes 78-o·
BY Joe DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Laura De.1ton/The Ne~\ 5

Pat Schwartzhopf, sophomore from Alton, Ill., Justin French, freshman from Puryear, Tenn., J. J.
Haney, junior from Ekron and Jesse Johnston. freshman from Henderson, tl")' to retain possession
during their 78-0 win over Rhodes College Saturday at the Intramural Fields on 16th Street.

LOSE 20 POUNDS IN T WO WEEKS!
Famous U.S Women 's Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine
Ski Team members used the "Ski Team· diet to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks. That's right · 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the
diet is chemical food action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important) while reducing . You keep •tuu-- no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that
is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For
men too!)
This is. honestly. a fantastically successful diet. If it
weren't the US Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted
to use it! Right? So. give yourself the same break the US Ski
Team gets . Lose weight the scientific. proven way. Even is you've
tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US
Womens· Alpine Ski Team Diet . That is. if you really do want to
lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $8.95 · add .50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOCIATES. 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308.
Springfield, MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20
pounds in two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will
do.
<01999

The Murray State men's
rugby team held its final game
S.1turday against Rhodes College, winning 78·0.
Many seniors were ~ad to be
playing at home for the last
time, but said they felt good to
go out with a win.
"I' m just glad we not only
won, but won big in my last
game here," Jason Wilson,
senior from Murray, said. "It
was the best we' ve ever
played ."
Geoffrey Gainford, sopho-

more from Murray, Jed the
scoring for the Racers with
three tries. Jeremy Baker, senior
from Morganfield, had one try
as did Justin French, freshman
from Puryear, Tenn.
Baker said the whole team
contributed to the win.
"Everyone was definitely at
their best," he said .
Rhodes College looked to
give Murray State a run for
their money on Saturday, but
Murray State never looked
back after Gainford's first try
gave them the lead.
Rhodes made several cracks
at scoring, , but MSU's defense

Camping Excellence Since 1946

was just too great.
"We were a closer team this
year than in the past," John
Firestone, sophomore from
Murray, said. "We just came
together and played with a lot
more intensity and heart. We
just wanted it more."
Firestone said if more people
would come see the games, the
players would really get into
the sport.
Both the men's and women's
rugby teams at Murray State
are unfundeded club sports
and need more players for next
season because several players
are graduating.

MSU ART DAY
Sponsored by MSU ART/Pre-Vet Students

If you arc looking to build your resume,
gain leadership experiences, work with
children, and have FUN we may have the
perfect summer job or internship for you.
E C HO

LAK B

Soutlu.'lllllh

April 15 • 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A. Carmen Pavilion, College Farm Road

FREE

Southwoods is a cHd, residential
children's camp In New York State.

Physicals and
Nail Trims!

Tennis, Baseball, Softball, Soccer. Volleyball,
Ropes Challenge Course, Hike, Cave, Mt. Bike.
Sail, Kayak, Windsurf, Canoe. Watcr·ski, Lifeguard. WSI,
Arts and Crafts, Ceramics, Wood"·ork, Theatre.
Newspaper, Yearbook, Webmaster.
Staff Recruiter on campus Apr. 9-11
Contact Career Services to set 11p QJJ interview
Apply on line www.southwoods.com
l-888-44-WEEKS

Prizes ~ P rizes ~ Prizes
Rame Tickets $1

WOULD LIKE TO COI\I&RATULATE THE
i!OOO- i!OO 1 CHAPTER OFFICER§

Consul: lireg Clifton
Pro Con!lul: Luke McCall
r: Chrl•

Friday, April

a fPru~~~®[Ji)

Saturday, April9 f1®®Gl®~
Rock & Roll Bands
Must be ~11 to enter the bar

Every Tuesday Night 7p.m.

[;)®®~

lJ®DJJ mUZ1&U'i1 ~ ~JIT
Winner Takes All • 100°/o Payout

College Nite on Wednesdays
2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

-

--~- ~----

---

----

(270) 575·0508
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The Murray State outdoor men's track
and field team picked up six first-place
finishes to beat both Southeast Missouri
State and Western Illinois on Saturday in
a triple-dual meet in Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
The women's outdoor track and field
team finished third in the triple-dual
meet.
Kenny Shields, junior sprinter from
Grandview, Mo., had two of the firstplace finishes by wiMing the 200-meter
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Are you interested in a rew~
summer experience in the outdoors?
Girl Scouts-Great Rivers Counctl, Inc., tn
Cincinnati has positions in our resident/ day
camp programs working with girls 7-17.
Applicants must be 18+ with strong
leadershipI communtcatton skills.
We offer competitive salaries
plus room and board.
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We Tote The Note Auto Sales

·• Belts & Hoses

Cars e Tru<Jks e Guns • Knives • TV••
Stereos • Musical Equipment • Coins • .J&!welry
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous
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507 S. 12th St. • Next to Loy Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and r L. C.
for your car, truck, motor home.

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Year Anniversary

713 S. 12 St. MURRAY, KY 42071
753-7113

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan aru
plus Shrimp, Enchlladat &
Sandwiches.

Bands

Sat. Apr. 8 · This Saul House
Thurs. Apr.13 ·'Speblal Request
No Minor• on Bend Nights

1 3 Milas south of

Murr•v

1 2 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

Call (513) 489-1025 ext.155
email at gstraub@grgsc.org
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GREAT RIVERS COUNCIL, INC .
.?GIRL SCOUTS- EOE
M/F/V/H
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Attention Education M.ajors •••

ii.;)ii.;)ii.;)jNfi.;;fi.:;jNli.;;(i.;;
Teacher Career Fair
Thursday,April 13
Curris Center Ballroom
9:00 a.m. - Noon
I:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Please check our web site for attending schools:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/careerserviceslcareerfair.htm
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• Complete Fluid Chlnge
• Cooling System Service
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Looking for a summer job?

.

Murray State track and field Head
Coach Bob Doty was very pleased with
the performance on Saturday.
" I've been here five years and this is
the first time we've beat them (SEMO),"
Doty said. "We've got some good things
going for us. With the way we're coming
around, we've got a shot at the conference title."
Murray State will be back in action
next week when both the men's and
women's teams return to Cape
Girardeau to compete in the All-Sport
Relays.
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dash with a time of 21.5 and the 4()()..
meter dash with a time of 47.31. Seniors
Brian Palmer of Benton and Brian Recktenwald of Louisville earned three firstplace finishes combined for the Racers on
Saturday. Palmer won the 3,000-mcter
run with a time of 8:48.7 and the 1,500meter run with a time of 3:58.44. Recktenwald won the 800-meter run ih a time
of 1:55.67.
Murray State's other first-place finish
came from Jerry Babbage, junior from
Hopkinsville, in the 110-meter hurdles in
a time of 15.10.
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PERSONALS

.
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STAFF REPORT

Racers win six first-place
finishes in triple-dual meet

'·~

The Murray State News

Contact Marlo Rhodes in Career Services
at (270) 762-3803
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RICHMOND: Police searching for answers
be tracked from the account to w hich the
e-mail was sent. Internet service
providers can sometimes access information about the sender but will usually
only give it out if investigators have a
subpoena.
"It's not really safe to do something
like that (malicious e-mail) because your
odds of being caught are reasonably
good,'' Miller said.
Southerland could not say whether
the investigation would take that route.
"An active criminal investigation
means all sorts of things wiU happen,"
she said.
Richmond College Residence Director
Rachel Hurst-Mockler said a strong
sense of community is prevalent in the
college. She echoed the words of other
residents when she said the students living in Richmond a II tend to know each
other. Complaints at the residential college were minimal.
A resident a t Richmond said he knows
most of the students who live there and
can't think of anyone who would harbor
the feelings expre:;sed in the e-mail.
"They (my friends) were all angry that
someone threatened a place we all live
in," the student said. "This is pretty
much our home whether we like to live
here or not."
Student Affairs Vice President Don
Robertson said students can take action
by reporting any further signs of harassment.
"They (students) need to know we a re
looking into it and doing anything we
can to try to determine the source and
then take the appropriate action," he
said.
Paula Hulick, director of housing and
residential colleges, declined to comment.

From Page 1
"We are going to do everything in our
power to ensure students remain safe,"
Southerland said.
The e-mail was sent at 10:50 p.m.
Monday bearing a subject of "'The Richmond Sucks' newsletter." The e-mail
writer was disguised as "James Richmond," the namesake of the residential
college. It slandered several residents,
using profanity and implying threats to
express a deep resentment for the college. The return address on the e-mail
did not name the sender.
Southerland said the crime is a misdemeanor and punishment varies depending on the number of counts to which
the individual is guilty. She said Public
Safety asked outside agencies to assist
with the investigation but could not give
specifics as to whom.
State Police Detective Sergeant Donald Woods in Mayfield said. the department received a complaint about the email and sent an officer to Murray State
to work with Murray State Public Safety
on the investigation. He said the officer
will talk with some of the students who
received the e-mail but it's too early to
completely assess the situation.
"The investigator will determine how
serious it is," Woods said. "Then I can let
you know if they (students) should take
it seriously or if it is just someone
pounding their chest."
Linda Miller, director of Academic
Computing and Technology Services,
said sometimes it's possible to trace an email to the tt!rrninal from which it was
sent. The process can be complicated,
depending on the type of client and
Internet connection.
Miller said computers are connected
to an IP address, which can sometimes

POETRY: 'She challenges old myths ... '
From Page 1

'

" It's a very auspicious moment for
Irish poetry because of Beowulf being
a bestseller," Neelon said.
Neelon said Boland is an interesting
writer in terms of myths.
"She challenges old m1-ths in her
poetry anii creates new myths, especially for women," Neelon said.
NeeJ.on said she hopes the community realizes what a gift it is to have

INSURANCE

Boland come to campus. Boland h as
won nu merous awards, including the
Lannan Foundation Award in Poetry
and an American Ireland Fund Literary Award. Her poems have appeared
in magazines such as "The New Yorker," "Kenyon Review" and "American
Poetry Review.''
Said Neelon : "There are people coming from a ll over Kentucky and Tennessee to see her."

MUTUAL FUNOS

TRUST SERVICES

'

Ryan Brooks/The News

Two Murray Fire Department employees duck to avoid dense smoke while battllng the blaze in Building II. The fire h~d
already leveled Building I and scorched Building Ill. The names were contained, but the structure was beyond repair.

FIRE: Three apartment buildings were damaged during the blaze
From Page 1
two-thirds of which had already been
destroyed. While that building was p ronounced a total loss, firefighters successfully stopped the flames from
spreading to other complexes.
Before the fire, 10 to 15 workers were
completing framewor k and hanging
sheetrock inside. Hedrick said the units
were "almost structurally complete"
before the fire began, with electrical and
p lumbing wor k finished on both buildings.
P~ace Properties Site Development
Coordinator Mel White could not put a
price tag on the damages.
Several construction workers were in
the buildings when the flames e rupted.
"I looked back and (the first building)
had flames coming out of the side," construction worker Meely Parker said. "I
turned and ran."
A third building's exter ior was
scorched from the heat off the first
building's fla mes. Place Properties Site
Leasing Coordin a tor Barbie Snyder said

TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF [an be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

Calf us for
afrq

tax-savings

calcul,.,

damage was limited to window warping and minor plywood damage.
High southerly winds carried fireladen debris to an area near the apartment complex and additional trucks
with water pumps were sent to attempt
stopping the fi re from spreading into a
wooded area.
"We had to send additional pumpers
to that area to extinguish the wooded
area and keep it from spreading to the
duplexes," Shropshire said.
Several acres of woods were burned.
Residents from University Heights, a
series of duplexes behind the development, extinguished several of the field
fires w h ile the fire department contin·
ued to fight the main fire.
One fi re set a small trailer belonging
to Dale Campbell, owner of University
Heights, ablaze. The fire was quelled by
the Murray Fire Department, but not
before making the trailer a total loss.
"Sparks caught the grass on fire near
the trailer," Campbell said . " I was busy
spraying water on the roof of the
d uplexes to keep them from catching

fire when I saw the trailer go up in
flames.
"But I cannot praise the Murray Fire ,
Department enough," he said. "If it :
weren't for them, I would've lost a lot :
more than the trailer."
:
Eight units from Murray-Callaway ••
Country Fire and Rescue Squad and '
from the Murray City Fire Department
responded to the scene. Off-duty fire
squads and volunteers were among the
those who contained the fire.
Firefighters contained the blaze after
about an hour and a half, but the last
fire truck didn't leave the area until
around 8:45 p.m .
"This is not your usual (fire)," Shropshire said . "Usually, you make a few
house calls. Something that's major
doesn't happen very often."
Officials from Nashville-based Constr uction En terprises, Inc., which is
building Murray Place, said some of the
11 buildings will meet the A ugus t opening date. Others, however, will be
d elayed. When completed the complex will

house 504 residents.

The Murray State News
is accepting applications
for the following
positions for
the Fall 2000 semester:
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One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is
through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities

• Staff Writers
• Advertising Sales
• Advertising Production

IT'SEASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

(SRAs) from TlAA-CREF.
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

5102,068
567,514

Tu......,..,....,_
•

and Social Security.
And your contributiOns to SRAs grow undiminished by
taxes until you withdraw the

funds. 1

Add to that TIAA·

$41,232
531,933

CREF's solid investment performance, bolstered by our
commitment to keeping expenses low, and you have more
money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retireINVEST AS UITL£ AS ment today with tax-deferred
SlSamonth
through an automatk SRAs. We think you will find it
payroll ptanZ
..._________ reward1ng in the years to come.

513,052
511,609
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For more information and
an application, stop by
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-Jesus c7aimed to be God's Son- Dil'tiCtly at His tr/11/ (Mark 14:61-64)

- Claimed equality with God (John 10:33)

• Refer~~nce to Hi m s elf a s "I AM,. (John 8:58)
("/ AM"is 11 direct r e ference to deity )

- Claimed the ••me honor due
only God (John $:23-24)

: Recei ved Wors h ip (John 4:2()..22, M• tthew 8:2) - C/11/med ability to lort~lve sins (Marlt 2:$)
(Jes us tsught cle• rly th11t God 11/one
to be
won hlped, yet H• received it)
• Claimed to be ..1/fe"' (John 14:8)

w••

Claims Were
True
Jesus Claims
to be 6od

L

He Is Lord! ..., Ac:cept Him
L-- Rdec:t Him

r-

Claims Wer e - ;
false
L_.___

He Old Not Know
Claims Were raise

Sincerely Deluded
.4 UJN.4TIC!

H k
HI
e new s
Claims Were raise

4.n C¥11 Uar
and a roon

As shown to the left. concer illng.Jesos there are only three alternat ives.
He Is either the Son of 6od, a mmplete lunatic, or a vlsdous liar.
What do you think? .Anyone who honestly eJCamlnes the life and t eachings
or .Jesus Christ would be hard-pressed to label Him a liar bealuse of His
honesty and Integrity. They would also be~ressed to label Him a lunatic
due to His amazing Insight, clarity ofthoutllt,. and sharpness of mind.
There Is only one real altentatlve. He 18 the Son or 6od and we must each
choose to accept Him or rdect Him.

rrI

so wno WAS nr?

'Jesus is the most pt'rfel't

"1 am trying her e t o prevent anyone saying the really foolish thing that people often
say about Him: 'I'm ready t o accept .Jesus as a great moral teacher, but I don't accept
His claim to be 6 od.' That Is the one thing we must not say• .4 man who was merely
a man and said the sort of t hings .Jesus said would not be a great moral teacher. 11e
would either be a lunatic -on a level with the man who says he Is a poached ea -or
else he would be the Devil of Hell ... l'ou can shut Him up for a fool, you can spit at
H im and kill Him as a demoni or you can fall at His feet and call Him Lord and Ciod.
But let us not come up wit h any patronising nonsense about His being a great
- human teacher. He has not left t hat open to us. He did not Intend to."
-c.s. Lewis

.,

of

.Ill

lllt'll

that haH· yet appt'ared."
-Ralph Waldo Fmer'>on

"Can the Person whose hbtory till' <.io'>pt•h rl'late be llimsdf a m;m'! What
S\\'l'l'tness, what purit~· in I lis manners! VVhat affecting goodne'>s in I lis
in ... tructions! What sublimity in Hi., ma.\ims! What profound wi ... dom in His
disl'ourst•s! \\'hat pn•senn• of mind.\\ hat ingL·nuity of justice in IIi'> replies!
\ ('S, if the life and death of Sonate-. are those of a philosopher, the lift• and
'kath of Jesus Christ are those of a God."
-Housst·au
(h this a desniption

of .a

gn.·at liar or lunatic?)

'------
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Consider these FACTS!
MOVE OVER NOSTRADAMUS!
- There are over 300 references in the Old Testament concerning the Jewish Messiah.
- The Old Testament was completed around 450 B.C. and DEFINITELY compiled by 246 B.C.
- Every one of these prophecies was fulfilled in the life of Jesus!
HOW DOES A SKEPTIC EXPLAIN THAT?!
6I of these prophecies are considered "major prophecies," things like: place of birth,
time of birth, His betrayal, His manner of death, etc ...
In SCIENCE SPEAKS, Peter Stoner shows that through the laws of probablility, the chance
of a person fulfilling j ust eight of these prophecies by coincidence is I in 10 1•7
To understand this huge number, imagine the entire state of Texas covered two feet
deep in silver dollars. If you were to mark one of these dollars and send a man in
blindfolded, the possibility of him finding the marked dollar with ONE TRY is about the same.
When one considers just 48, the probablility increases to an unfathomable 1 in I 0 157
NOW, is it coincidence that the one person who actually does fulfill ALL of these
prophecies is also the same man who ClAIMS to be the Messiah?
He not only claimed to be the Messiah,but predictions made over 250 years before
His birth PROVE that He was.

DIE FOR A LIE?
Not once in history will you find someonE:'
who died for something which they knew
Wi.lS a lie. Even so, 10 of 11 apostles
died cruel martyr's deaths proclaiming
that Jesus was alive.
Understand, this is a claim based on
FACT, NOT BELIEF. They claimed
that they walked with Him, talked with
Him, and ate with Him AITER His
death and burial.
Unless Jesus was resurrected, what
Ciln account for this transformation of
a small band of cowards who fled in
fear at their Master's arrest into a band
ot men willing to endure ANYrHINC;,
including torture and death,to proclaim
to the world that "JESUS IS ALIVE~".
a message which completely shaped
hi~tory as we know it from that time.
Only the FACT of the resurrection can
account for this change~

EVERYONE IS W ELCOME
at our 11188ki.V 8/b/8 stud.v.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
7:00 PM 3rd FLOOR
CURRIS CENTER THEATER I
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is an interdenominational
Christian group dedicated to sharing the love of jesus Christ.
We have people of many denominations, races, and ideas
at our meetings.

We have many exciti ng t hings planned
for the nerl few years including several
exciting guest speakers (This year Steven
Curtis Chapman) and trips to Ireland,
jamaica, Israel, and this year, Nassau, Bahamas.
For more information, or if we can help with
anythi ng. please call Chi Alpha Campus Chaplain
Mark Randall at 753 - 9786

----

---

j
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WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BODY?!
Christianity rises and falls on the resurrection of Jesus Christ. He claimed to be the Son of God. He claimed that He would rise from the gr,ve.
Certainly. if He followed through v.ith this claim it is easy to see that He was who He said He was. History shows us that He was killed on n cross
and placed in a grave protected by the Roman seal and guarded by soldier$. Three days later the tomb was empty. So. the question remains:
"What happen!!d to the body?!" There have been several inadequate theories concocted through the years. We will discuss a fe\'•. here.
For more details, please see our source cited below.
THE DISCIPLES STOLE THE BODY: I) If so. thh is the only time in history where someone died for what they kne\\ was 11 lie. (See left)
2) Are v.e to believe that some of the greatest teachers of all time on matters of honesty and integrity v.-ere themselves great liar.t> and
deceivers? 3) HOW did they steal it? They fled at Jesus' arrest. Did they overnight change their minds and tackle a highly trained guard,
steal the body and flee without a single casualty?

,

THE JEWS or ROMANS STOLE TH£ BODY: Easily refuted. For years both the .lews and the Romans did everything in their pov..er to stop
the rise of the Christian church. If they st\'liC the body this would ha\'C been simple. Place the body on a cart and run it around town for all to
see. Christianit) would have died in the womb.
THE SWOON THEORY: The swoon theory states that Jesu~ ncvel' died on the cross but rather swooned. As lie lay in' the Ct1ld. damp tomb He

recovered and then emerged claiming lfe was resurrected.
The refutation: Quite humorous,actunlly·. The swoon theory requires thm we believe several things: I) That the Roman executioner was
incompetent enough to misuke Him for dead. (Killing people was his job.) 2) That Jesus recovered sufficicntJy to get up. roll away a huge
stone, sneak past the guard (or fight them), and for the next sc\·eml days travel miles and miles on li.)()t conv4ncing people He had risen. 3)
That the disciples were,ablc to overlook I lis serious physical condition and instead sec Him as the Risen Lord with power over death, Not
as a bruised, hnttcrcd, and bleeding con artist. 4) That Jesus WlL'i able to keep Ilis location and FINAL resting place hidden from everyone
lie knew and instead convince them thttl l ie had risen into heaven before their eyes.
There nre other theories ns well but NONE OF THEM ARE ADEQUATE. (Again, please see our source for more info.) So. the question remains.
If Jesus was not ressurected, what happened to His body?

"I have been used for many year.~ to study the histories of other times, and to examine and weigh
the evidence of those who have written about them, and 1 know of no on e fact in tlte history of
mankind which is proved by better and fuller evidence of every sort, to the undenuanding of a f air
inquirer, than the great sign which Goillwth gi~·en liS tlw t Christ died and rose again f rom the dead. "
- Thomas Arnold
Oxford lJniYersity

MOST PEOPLE READING THIS ALREADY BELIEVE THAT JESUS IS THE SON OF GOD.

The rea1question is, are you living like you believe it?

Jesus taught in John 3:3 that a person can be "born again." What this means is described in II Cor 5:17,which says, "If any man is in Christ Jesus
he is a new creation . Old things have passed away. All things are made new." In other words, by surrendering your life to Jesus, He can come into
your life and change you into the person He wants you to be. It becomes much easier to do what is right because He lives inside you and gives you
power. He is willing to forgive you of past mistakes. He is a n a mazing God who wants nothing more than a personal, intimate relationship with you.
All you have to do is pray and ask Him to come into your life and take control. He will do it. It is very much a miracle that happens when Jesus enters
·someones life. If you would like to know more about a relationship with Jesus, read the Gospel of John. If you do not have a Bible.. please let us know
and we will be thrilled to get one for you. JESUS IS LO RD!
Infarma1ion compiled in: McDowell, Josh ( 19_
7_9_)-.-*~-vid_e_n_c_e--,That Demands a Verdict . San Bernardino, CA: Here's- Life -

L
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Hispanics changing
look of con1111Unity

In the past several years, many gateways of opportunity have opened for Hispanics in
western Kentucky. From the long hours migrant workers put into the tobacco fields to
the Hispanic-owned businesses that are emerging, the Hispanic population is becoming more prevalent and recognizable with each passing day. According to the U.S. Ceo-

sus Bureau, the number of Hispanics living in Calloway County increased 49.5 percent
.Juring the decade of the '90s. This special report examines the impact the Hispanic
population has had on the community.

Teacher's compassion crosses border
etired school teacher
Margaret Dunn sacrificed
her retirement savings for
a little girl named Paulina. After only their first
meeting, helping Paulina
walk became a mission for Dunn.
Juan Antonio Olvera works at Wayne Horton's
tobacco farm in Murray. He has returned nine months
each year since 1995 to plow, strip and hang tobacco.
In Mexico he made $5 per day. Here he makes $6.28
per hour.
Their lives intersected at Sunday school, where
Dunn teaches English to the migrant farm workers.
She did not know Spanish and Olvera could not
speak a word of English, but, before too long they
began communicating. Then they became friends.
Dunn was saving money to tour Europe once she
retired. One Sunday Olvera asked her to visit Mexico.
The Hortons were planning a trip, so Dunn agreed.
In Mexico, Olvera picked the visitors up in a van
given to him by the Hortons and took them to his
home to meet his wife and four daughters, including
four-year-old Paulina.
"She couldn' t walk at the time," Dunn said. "When
I was little I went through a time when I couldn't
walk. I had Rheumatic Fever once and then Meningitis. Paulina and I really became attached in just a couple of days."
Wayne Horton had attempted to find help for Paulina through the Shriners, but a Visa could only be
granted to one adult to accompany her. The previous
year the Olveras had lost a son and Paulina's mother

would not be separated from any of her children.
"You can't imagine losing a child," Dunn said.
"There was no way her mother was going to let someone take her little girl away."
Olvera was nearly powerless at that time. He would
return to Mexico only during the winter months.
While in Murray he would send his checks to his family and retain $20 a week.
"I call every three or four days," Olvera said.
"When she (Paulina) was sick, I would get on the
phone and tell her, 'You'll be all right. You will walk
again."'
He said he never once thought about leaving
because the Hortons had already done so much to
help and the money he was making was better than
anything he could make in Mexico.
Upon returning from the vacation in Olvera's
hometown, Dunn made it her mission to help the little girL She made calls to the American Consulate and
again contacted Shriners. She was able to obtain Visas
for Paulina, her mother and the other children while
they visited doctors. Through the money she had
saved for Europe and contributions from the community, Dunn was able to finance the family's flight from
Mexico to visit American doctors. Through her
church, Dunn found a relatively inexpensive apartment and a member to pay for rent for the family during their six-month stay while the doctors examined
Paulina.
"I didn't have any idea what I was doing," Dunn
said. "I can't run their lives, but I sure have interfered."
At the end of the stay Dunn had found a second
family. She had never had children of her own and
the visit to Mexico and the family's stay was worth
every effort, she said.

Juan Antonio
Olvera helps his
fellow workers
plow, strip and
hang tobacco.
Olvera has worked
in the fields of
Calloway County
)f.lr~W-:!jt~~~l for four years to
help support his
family.

"I can't afford it every year, but they are a whole lot
better than Europe," Dunn said. "When I took them
back, I almost died. I am getting to have grandchildren and they have made an older lady young again."
Paulina's life has also improved. The doctors found
she has a mild case of cerebral palsy, but she can walk
now with the assistance of a walker. The family
moved to Hermosnillo, Mexico so Paulina can go to a
special school and visit a doctor regularly.
Olvera said he is very grateful for everything he has
received from the Horton family and from Dunn.
"There are good people in America," he said. "For
me everything is good, each season is beautiful and
would never leave."
What began as a Sunday morning language lesson
became a mission for Dunn and a chance of hope for
a little girl.
Said Dunn: "They will be a part of me as long as 1
live."

Story by Jennifer Sacharnoski • Photos by Barry Johnson
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Ramon Lopez, who
came to America in
search of a better
life 10 years ago,
offers work to other
Hispanic people who
are also seeking the
American dream.

Restaurant owner finds
'better life' in America
BY LISA W HEAT

At the age of 21, Ramon Lopez determined
his own destiny.
Against the wishes of his parents, he ventured to America, leaving the safe haven of his
family in Mexico.
"They (my parents) didn't want me to, but I
got older and came over here," Lopez said.
His quest was for a lifetime of opportunity,
which was limited m Mexico where the few
jobs avJlilable offer only small salaries.
"People had a better life here," he said.
The initial move was difficult, saying goodbye to family and friends, but Lopez's search
led him to a Mexican restaurant in Tennessee
caJled Los Portales. Little did he know that
restaurant chain would become his livelihood.
Lopez opened his own Los Portales in Murray four years ago. The restaurant has flourished under his management, and Lopez's
parents are proud of his accomplishment.
"Everything is fine, so my parents are
pleased,'' he said.
Pieces of Mexico sweep across the border to
Los Portales, as Lopez decorates the restaurant with memories from his home. Wide
sombreros, hanging pinatas and an Aztec calendar all line the restaurant, shouting the
Mexican theme.

The Mexican cuisine Lopez serves is much
like what he would eat back home, only with
a little less zest.
"The food is almost the same thing, but it is
less spicy," he said.
Lopez now offers work to those who are in
the same position he was 10 years ago when
he first set foot on American soil. His restaurant employees about 20 workers from Mexico. The employees earn up to $60 per day, in
comparison with about $6 per day they would
make in Mexico.
Luis Pacheco is one of those who has benefited from Lopez's success. He said most of
the restaurant workers found Los Portales
through various connections to Lopez.
Pacheco made his connection as a cousin, but
others found the restaurant through a chain of
friends.
"People (in Mexico) know this restaurant
and talk about it," Pacheco said.
Lopez remembers childhood years when his
father worked in California. He left his family
in Mexico and made a four to five-month pilgrimage to work during the harvest season.
Now Lopez's father runs his own farm in
Mexico. Lopez visits his parents about once a
year and helps on the farm . He also takes his
wlfe, Christy, and daughter, Andrea, to visit
his home country.

'It is impossible to express how grateful
I am for this country and what it has meant
to my life and my family.'
Maria Lopez

America makes
good on promises
for Lopez family
BY JASON YATES

During elementary school parent-teacher
conferences, Rudy Lopez did not take on the
typical student role.
While most children would sit helpless
awaiting the verdict from the conference,
Lopez would sit between his mother and
teacher and relay what each of them had to
say to each other.
"You could tell the teachers were always
uncomfortable saying anything bad because I
was there," Lopez said. "It probably saved me
a couple of times."
Lopez has often found himself in the position of interpreter for his mother during his 20
years of life. It is a position he has come to
expect and accept.
"It doesn't bother me because my mom has
done so much for me," he said. "At times it is
amusing, especially when she is irritated at
something."
Lopez's parents, Juan and Maria, moved to
Chicago in 1961 from Guadlahala, Mexico. His
father worked in a john Deere factory while
his mother worked at a candy factory. The
family's hope in coming to America was to
find a better way of life.
"We wanted to start a family, and we did
not feel like we had a good opportunity in
Mexico," Maria said with her son serving as
an interpreter.
Juan Lopez knew some English when the
family arrived in America, but Maria knew
nothing of the language. The eldest Lopez is
now proficient in English; however, Maria has
only learned what her son calls "broken English" in which she combines English words

with Spanish words. The younger Lopez said
his mother does not know enough English to
carry on a conversation without great difficulty.
Some of the tasks Maria needs assistance
with include paying bills and other interactions such as meetings with the landlord or
getting her taxes done.
Maria said she has never had the desire to
learn proficient English. She said she would
rather devote her time to her family, either by
working or performing the daily chores of a
mother and a house wife.
"My family is the most important part of my
life, and I do all I can do to keep them happy,"
Maria said. "This is why we came to the United States to start with, and I am content with
life."
Although Maria does not speak English
well, she holds America dear to her heart.
"It is impossible to express how grateful I
am for this country and what it has meant to
my life and my family," she said. "I cannot
dream of how our life would have turned out
if we stayed in Mexico. Mexico will always be
dear to me, but America is my home."
The younger Lopez said he has taught his
mother some about the language, but he confesses he is not the best teacher and would be
surprised if he ever saw his mother undertake
any other means of learning the language.
"Mother is very old-fashioned and set in her
ways," he said. "She keeps her heritage in our
family whether it is by cooking a traditional
Mexican meal or by how she decorates the
house. Continuing to speak Spanish is just
another way she tries to keep our culture
important in her children's life."

"

(From left) Roverto Cruz, Raul Avila, Benito Lava, Jesus Rivera and Daniel Degado from Mexico
spent a recent Sunday shopping at WaJ-Mart and managed to come home with electronics as well as
several other items. Local mercha nts say more a nd more Hispanic patrons are doing business with

Local stores cater to
BY ALYSON

McNUTT

As the old saying goes, the customer is always right.
Western Kentucky businesses have long relied on this staple of customer
service when dealing with their clientele. But recently many have had to
expand this philosophy. Now, in some cases, the customer "siempre esta
correcto."
On most Sundays during the spring and summer, migrant workers crowd
the aisles at stores like Wal-Mart and Kroger. Shopping carts overflow with
tortillas, lettuce, rice and beans, as well as authentic spices that have only
recently appeared on the shelves of these markets.
Some stores carry different lines of merchandise to accommodate the
groups of people who shop there, Jerry Cooper, store manager for Wal-Mart
Superstore in Murray, said. "With the population of Hispanics who come in
the summertime, we usually carry more dry grocery products like tortillas."
As more Hispanics find work in the western Kentucky area, local stores
have tried to adapt to the changing needs of this customer demographic.
This goes beyond simply stocking more food.
Cooper said Wai-Mart is prepared for any roadblocks in communication
that might arise from the language barrier.
"There are a couple of associates who speak Spanish," Cooper said. "I
wish I could."
Mindy Parker, assistant manager of American Cash Express, said the language barrier can be a p roblem at times, but her Hispanic customers are
very patient and they always find a way to communicate.
"(My boss and I) speak very little Spanish, but we find that we can communicate with them," Parker said. "We can write it down if they can't
understand what's coming out of our mouths."
Charles Veach, manager of American Cash Express, said all forms to wire
and transfer money are printed in both English and Spanish. Veach said
while the store was not opened specifically for tile Hispanic population,
Hispanics do compose about 75 percent of his clientele.
"There is a lot of corruption in Mexico and it is hard to get across the border with a money order," Veach said.
While some Hispanics live and work in Murray year-round, most live the
traditional migrant life. Parker said the workers are very loyal to their families.
"They take care of their whole extended families," Parker said. "They eat
tortillas and fried beans and rice and do without aU but the bare necessities
to be able to provide for their families."
Tina Young, salon supervisor for the JCPenney hair salon, said the salon
has many Hispanic customers, particularly on Sundays. She said the JCPenney salon is prepared to deal with the needs of the Spanish-speaking population.
"In the salon we have a girl that speaks Spanish, so many come to get
their hair cut from her," Young said.
Valerie Hancock, co-owner of Terrapin Station, said the store has begun

ne~
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Fellowship, prayer
offer comfort for
migrant workers
BY C ARO LIN E 5TEINBUCHEL

their ~tablbbments. Sever.1l stores have begun stocking items such as food and religious articl~ that
~re In high demand.

r members of community
r Hispanic customers.
anics who would come in with a reguvork for,'' Hancock said. "They started
icking up what they wanted.
tt I ~ould get Hispanic stuff and more
:oming in," she said. "I have regulars

Photos by Lisa Wheat
(From left) Rivera
Ramon, Ceso Zouiga and
Luis Rubio from Mexico
relax in front of
Wai-Mart on a recent
Sunday afternoon. The
store's manager said the
store is commited to
serving all its customers
and employs a couple of
associates who speak
Spanish to make sure
there are no language
barrier problems.

·ound customers, much of her business

os Portales (local Mexican restaurant)
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!e months in Mexico to make what they
·iffiths said.
f the Hispanics in western Kentucky
ems stores like Wal-Mart and Kroger

have begun to carry.
"They buy the candles (at Kroger) for Catholic stuff," Griffiths said.
"They also like the (Mexican) cookies a lot."
She has shopped with the Mexicans she knows at places like Terrapin Station and Kroger. She said she also took them to the mall this past winter so
they could do Christmas shopping for their families.
Both Griffiths and Parker said the Mexicans are very loyal to their families and like to buy American goods for them.
"They like to buy clothes and jackets," Griffiths said. "They're big into the
Tommy Hilfiger and other brand names you can't find in Mexico or are just
too expensive there. They like Nikes and Doc Martens."
Gnffiths said the workers especially enjoy buying gifts for their younger
family members at home.
"They buy tennis shoes and stuffed animals for their brothers and sisters," she said.
Parker said one encounter she had with a regular customer who was buy·
ing gifts sticks out 10 her mind.
"There was a gentleman who had been sending money home for months
and months," Parker said. "I saw him one day and he had a huge grin on
his face and two Barbies in his cart."
Parker said while thts man was wtring the rest of his paycheck home, he
told her the dolls were for his two little girls.
Although many Murray residents may not be able to easily communicate
with the MexicartS, Griffiths said the workers often JUSt want the same
things as other Calloway County residents.
"They're always asking me to go south and buy beer for them because
they don't have cars," Griffiths said
All of the merchant5 agreed the contact they have had with this growing
population has, on the whole, been very positive.
"The Hispanics are the most kind, hard-working people," Parker said.
"They are so devoted to their families back home."

Christine Hall also colltributcd to this article.

Sylvestre Hernandez has no choice but to
live away from home. He labors long hours
in the fields of western Kentucky and looks
forward to returning to his family in Mexico.
When the burden is too heavy, he finds
comfort in fellowship and prayer at the University Church of Christ in Murray.
Many local church leaders feel the need to
minister to migrant farm workers and have
designed programs to help meet the needs of
the migrant workers who have left everything to come here and work.
Ted Miller, director of the Migrant Worker
Outreach Program at St. Leo Catholic Church
in Murray said the parish offers church ser~
vices, provides low-cost dictionaries for
migrant farm workers to help them learn
English more easily and offers free
Missaletts, which are small prayer books. He
said church volunteers help organize clothing drives, a weekly farmer's market for
farmers who employ migrant farm workers
and a free medical examination for the Hispanics by Murray State senior nursing students.
He said the program began five years ago
in small fragments and developed quickly,
eventually offering a Sunday program that
includes morning mass in English, a light
breakfast and English lessons from June 1 to
Nov.30.
However, the decreasing number of
migrant workers participating in the program caused it to end last year, Miller said.
The main reason, he said, is the Hispanics are
turning to churches that offer sermons in
Spanish.
At the University Church of Christ, Frankie
Horton feels the same sense of accomplishment about volunteering Sunday mornings
to teach English to Hispanic migrant farm
workers. The farm workers are part of the
"Spanish mission," or Hispanic migrant farm
worker program, which l lorton and her son,
Wayne, helped start about four years ago.
She said many men have experienced many
positive changes in their lives since then.
"I see them growing in their faith," Horton
said. "There is more fellowship at meals.
They read out loud more during worship."
Program volunteer Evelyn Wallis said
church leaders feel a strong need to minister
to Hispanic migrant farm workers.
"We could see more and more Mexicans in
our community," she said. "The mission field
is coming to us rather than us going somewhere."
Song leader Ernie Bailey said the program
includes English lessons and a bilingual service held at the fellowship hall every Sunday
morning. He said the program runs from
May 1 to the end of December, the time when
most migrant workers are in the area to work.
Church volunteers also organize a luncheon one Sunday a month and a clothing
drive for the migrant workers who do not
have winter clothing, Bailey said. In addition,
migrant workers and members of the church
meet every fall at Bilingual Day to learn
about each other's cultures.
Bailey said many migrant workers who

come to Calloway County have never attended church before.
"Here, they see and experience a different
way of worship," he said. "They seem to be
very surprised when they come here and find
that people are interested in them. They come
expecting p rejudices and they find that other
churches are interested in them. They feel a
sense of belonging at church and a warm
friendship."
John Murdock, who teaches the sermons in
what he laughingly calls "Portanol," a mixture of Spanish and Portuguese, said the
church provides migrant workers "spiritual
guidance and encouragement to be morally
upright."
"They're good people," he said. "We're
family-oriented and it's difficult for them to
be away from their families. We give encouragement to them."
Migrant worker Jesus Hidalgo, 36, said
many migrant workers come to the United
States and mix with their own people for support. Hidalgo, who had to leave his parents
and six siblings behind in Nayarit, Mexico,
said the church helped him to adjust to the
culture and build his faith.
Antonio Garcia has also renewed his faith.
In fact, he said, he is not the same person any
more.
"The church helped so much," he said.
"We know the truth about Jesus. My life has
changed. I love this life."
Garcia, a father of two boys and two girls,
worked in California, picking oranges, since
the mid 1980s and came to Kentucky about
three years ago. During this time, he learned
how to speak English.
"When I got here for the first time, all I
found in this place was love and friendship,''
Garcia said. "I had a great change. My family
has been hurt so much by me. They didn't
believe it when they saw me, since I became a
Christian. I told my wife. She said 'll it's for
good, go ahead.' Now, she's a Christian."
Garcia said he also feels closer to his children who are in Mexico with their mother.
"The most important thing to me is church
and family," he said. " My mother says that
I'm doing good. I am reading her the Bible. I
want to be a good Christian, husband, father
and son."
Garcia said he struggles with challenges
each day and feels caught in between two
countries.
"When I'm in Mexico. I miss here," he said.
"When I'm here, I miss Mexico. I would like
to bring my fami ly to me."
Hernandez, who has been working in Murray for six years, said he also receives a lot of
support from church members when he feels
homesick. A father of three boys, he said he
has to work 10 to 11 months out of the year
and misses his family in Nayarit very much.
Every Sunday before the worship service
begins. Hernandez gazes over family pic~
tures hanging on the bulletin board at the fellowship hall.
"When T go home, I don't think about it
here," Hernandez said as he ran his finger
across a picture of his wife and children.
"You can work here and make money. I hope
to bring my family here one day."

Photo subrnttted
Several Hispanics wait in line to receive food at the University Church of C hrist in Murray. T he
church provides Hispanics with a dictionary to help them understand English, a prayer book and
medical examinations from M urray State senior nursing students.
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Local farmers depend on H2A program
BY SHELLEY STREET
AND M OLLY M ELSON

Will Clark, manager of the Western
Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, said migrant workers are
not taking jobs away from Americans
and it should not be perceived that way.
''The bottom line is Americans want
clean jobs and they're not going to do
this kind of work," Clark said, "Americans aren't going to go out there on a
hot day and cut tobacco for long
hours."
In the past decade the number of Hispanics living in Calloway County
increased 49.5 percent according to the
U.S. Census Bureau.

The unemployment rate in Calloway
County is 4.9 percent.
"There's virtually no farm labor
available in this area," Clark said. "The
farmers have to get the crops harvested
or they're damaged. They might pick
up a worker or two who might stay a
day or two. We could not get that crop
harvested and in the bam if it wasn't for
migrant labor."
In order to meet the needs of the
farmers in the area, the Department of
Labor and Immigration and Naturalization Services sponsors a program titled
H-2A, designed to bring non-immigrant aliens into the United States to
perform seasonal or temporary agricultural labor.

Mayra Diaz Ballard is coordinator of
the Agricultural Labor Association, a
subsidiary of Western Kentucky DarkFired Tobacco Growers Association.
Ballard said there are currently 750 Hispanics on contract through the H-2A
program in their association alone.
The Agricultural Labor Association is
the liaison between farmers and various
government agencies involved in the
H-2A program in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. The H-2A program provides legal means for agricultural
employers to recruit and hire foreign
workers when suitable U.S. workers are
not available.
Michele Douglas raises dark-fired
tobacco with her husband Greg on their

farm in Graves County.
"Good, dependable workers, in high
school or college, are no longer available," she said. "They are doing parttime work after school."
Douglas said she employs migrant
workers because of "the lack of seasonal help."
This is the third year the Douglases
have used migrant farm labor. They
apply for the help they need through
the Tobacco Growers Association and
the process is not an easy one.
It normally takes between 70 and 75
days from the time a farmer requests
help, for a migrant worker to arrive on
a bus.
The farmer pays for the transporta-

tion to and from the worker's country.
During transportation, $8 a day subsistence pay is provided by the farmer.
Clark estimates the cost of hiring one
migrant worker to be $10 to $11 per
hour, including the amount farmers
spend on housing, transportation and
worker's compensation insurance.
Farmers do not get to set the salary
they pay the workers. It is mandated by
the federal government. Currently,
workers are paid $7 per hour for cutting
and housing of a tobacco crop and $6.39
for suckering, hoeing, topping and
stripping the crop.
"Farmers don't do this because it's
their first choice," Clark said. "It's their
only choice."

Migrant program designed
to help children assimilate
BY SHELLEY STREET

When families move across the borders of
a country or even just a county line, children
can have difficulty making the adjustment.
The Kentucky Migrant Education Program
is there to help those children.
In Kentucky, migrant children are defined
as children of parents who are willing to
work in the agriculture, timber or fishing
industries. They must have moved to a new
school district within the past three years,
Kay Weber, migrant education coordinator
for Murray Independent Schools, said.
"I'm kind of the liaison between the school
and the home," Weber said. "My job is to
assist migrant families and their children in
dealing with problems associated with moving to a new community and attendance in a
new school.
"A lot of times the move is made by the
parents and it may be the best move for the
parents, but it may not be the best move for
the children," Weber said.
Weber said the idea behind the p rogram is
to make sure students who move a great
deal do not fall through the cracks.
She said many people have the misconception the program only serves children of
traditional, mostly Hispanic, migrant farm
workers.
Donna Hampton, records clerk for 16
school district programs in western Kentucky, said Kentucky receives the seventh
largest amount of federal money for its
Migrant Children Education program; however, 99.7 percent of the state's migrant population is made up of English-speaking cau·
casians. The statistics are based on the 1998
calendar year, she said.
"We are kind of unique because we are
serving people who are not necessarily (traditional) migrant farm workers," Weber
said.
·
Weber said the Murray school system handles 104 students, only nine of whom are
Hispanic. Sharyn HoUand, director of the
program in the Calloway County Public
Schools, said her program helped about 331
students last year. Seven of those were Hispanic.
Because of the unique definition of
migrant children the state provides, Weber
is able to accommodate families in a variety
of ways. She said during some of her home
visits she finds herself "just listening" to the
problems parents are having.
Other times she takes a more hands-on
approach.
"I bought a crock pot for a mother so she
could make a beef stew and keep a nourishing meal hot for her family," she said.
Weber has taken others to Wal-Mart,
bought them groceries and taught them how
to separate large packages of meat into
smaUer ones that fit in the freezer.
Holland said the Migrant Education Pro·
gram was originally put in place for tradi·
tional migrant students. As yet, those students haven't arrived in great numbers in
Calloway County, but that doesn't mean
they won't, she said
"According to Frankfort we're going to see

a big increase in the Hispanic population
and we want to be ready," she said.
Holland said one of the reasons enroUment of Hispanic students might be down is
because of last summer's drought.
"There was no guarantee there would be a
crop here to cut or harvest," she said. "Some
won't replant."
Although the Hispanic population in Calloway County is still small, many traditional
migrant families have settled in nearby
Graves County, where most of them work
for Seaboard Farms, a chicken processing
plant.
Kathy Thornton is an English as a second
language instructor who was hired this year
to teach the children of the workers. She is
employed by the Mayfield Independent
School System.
Thornton teaches five high school students
each morning and 12 middle school students
each afternoon.
"I teach English as a second language
which encompasses certain language arts:
listening, speaking, reading, writing and
heavy emphasis on learning grammar or the
rules of the language," she said.
She begins with teaching students a little
about American culture.
"The starting point is how to get along in
American schools," she said.
Thornton said many of her students have
spent time in regions such as southern California with a significantly larger Hispanic
population. She said schools there are very
accommodating to Hispanics, perhaps too
accommodating in her opinion.
"I have one student who has been in the
United States for six years and was almost
illiterate in both languages," Thornton said.
"They don't want to speak English," she
said. "They don't want to learn English.
Many of these students have been in the
American school system for years and
they've just been passed along.''
Thornton said her students face other difficulties as well.
"Anything that's difficult for American
students is going to be doubly difficult for
these students," she said. "Textbooks are not
user-friendly and that's very difficult for
them.''
Just speaking English around peers who
have grown up using the language aU their
Jives is a challenge.
"For me as a teacher, one of the most difficult things is getting the students to speak in
English, to practice it," Thornton said. "It's
really hard to get them to be brave and to
take chances and use English."
Thornton said 35 percent of the Hispanic
population in the United States is not graduating from high school. She said programs
like the one in Kentucky are a good catalyst
to change, but more needs to be done.
"The most important thing to make the
public aware of is that they need support
more than most people in our society," she
said. "It's not their parents. They're torn
between two worlds. Most of the people
around them are prejudiced toward them.
They dort't feel welcomed."
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(Top) Jefrey Solis from
Mexico fi lls a taco while
working at Los Portales
mexican restaurant.
(Left) Pedro Vera stacks
his arm with plates of
Mexican cuisine for Los
Portales customers.

More information about this
special project, including stories
about the elderly population in
the community are on the
World Wide Web at
hHp:l/www.thenews.org

